Day 1: Tuesday 28th May at 10.00 am
On-Line Retailer's overstocks of New Lighting, Homewares,
Artwork, Electrical appliances, Bed linen, Soft Furnishings.
100s of Rugs & Carpets, mattresses, Dining chair sets.
Misc. 2 Avon dinghies, chandlery, outboards. Yamaha Elec. Piano Electrone HS6 .
PCs & printers. Video gaming equipment, Wii Fit boards.
Modern office furniture. Good house clearances, Wedding dresses, Gifts.
Garden ornaments. Potters wheel & 1ph electric kiln.
Catering equip.: Husky bottle fridges, chiller displays, dough mixers,
s/s sinks & tables. Victor servery system, Blenders, Kabab Rotisserie, s/s racking,
fridges, freezers, Combi ovens, ranges, griddles, Fryers, Daisy Doughnut maker,
Wega 2 group & SAB 3group Coffee machines.
Vehicles : Mercedes 313Cdi Sprinter LWB Van 2011. 2 x Car transporter trailers.
Bailiffs :Toyota Auris TR VVTI 1600cc Semi Auto hatch ‘07. Vauxhall Corsa SRI 1.8l
85k’ ‘03 . Ford Focus Titanium 100 5dr hatch 2009 only 17.800’ 1 dec’d owner.
VINTAGE & ANTIQUE FURNITURE & EFFECTS. Early Bureaux, coffers
& chests, bookcases. dressers, dining tables and chairs, sideboards & chiffoniers,
Vintage clothing & memorabilia. Royal Worcester, Doulton, Lladro & Nao figurines,
Royal Worcester, Royal Doulton, Royal Albert, Wedgwood, Royal Grafton, Denby,
Minton, Noritake & Aynsley services. Staffordshire dogs & Beswick animals,
Marano glassware. vintage sewing accessories, large collection of cigarette cards,
stamps and first day covers, small collection of vintage dinky toys,
A collection of RAF memorabilia, a quantity of silverware and silver-plated ware,
copper and brass ware, gold rings & costume jewellery, penknives & watches,
several items of vintage clothing and uniforms, decorative clocks, books and records,
Deceased Est. Large collection of Vintage cinematic equipment: projectors,
cameras, film editing, winding, splicing, lighting & PA equipment. Reel to reel tape recorders by Tandberg. Large collection of 10” 1950s / 60s Mood music records.
Viewing: Sat. 25h May 9-1pm, Mon. 27th May (B/H) 9-4pm.
Sale Morning from 8.30am
Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com.. T. 01404 891833

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 28th May 2019 @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10%VAT

Rostrum 1 By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am
General household, IT, Electrical, Antiques and Collectables
1.M - 2 inflatable kayaks by Stearns type IK116 and several
other inflatable items, pumps etc. Contents of two shelves
2.M - A quantity of various items including a Triton shower
10.5kw, a hi-fi system, weights etc. Contents of one shelf
(Trade)
3.M - A quantity of various camping chairs, wind breaks, a
kite etc. Contents of one shelf
4.M - A quantity of light up novelty hairbands
5.M - 1 pressure washer by Karcher type 260B plus and 2
jump start packs (Trade)
6.M - A quantity of various garden related items including
hose, obelisks etc. Contents of one shelf
7.M - A quantity of various items including a Stihl petrol
engine chainsaw type 009, a garden blower / vacuum, tools
etc. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
8.M - A quantity of various items including a Mountney VW
steering wheel, a garden sprayer, jump leads etc. Contents
of one shelf
9.M - A quantity of various items including garden related,
tools etc. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
10.M - 1 metal water feature with pump (Trade)
11.M - 1 garden water feature in style of a vintage hand pump
/ bucket with a modern 240v pump - cracked corner on
base (Trade)
12.M - 1 dark grey garden water feature by Ambiente with
240v pump RRP £149 (Trade)
13.M - A quantity of various items a hot air gun, a drill, a
sander, hand tools, garden items etc. Contents of two
shelves
14.V - A set of 6 wooden dining chairs, 1 other chair & 1 foot
stool
15.M - 2 golf club bags & 1 wheeled caddy
16.M - 1 white metal garden table, 2 white metal garden chairs
and 2 stacking plastic garden chairs
17.M - 2 metal step ladders, 1 wooden step ladder & 1
wooden double extending ladder
18.M - A quantity of garden pots etc
19.M - 2 folding wooden tables
20.M - 1 green metal garden table and 4 matching chairs
21.M - 2 exercise machines - 1 x Powertech Body Shaper
240v & 1 Ultrasport AB trainer 150 (Trade)
22.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Numatic type Henry with various
accessories (Trade)
23.V - Blank
24.M - 1 walking aid, 1 Ecko Hostess trolley 240v & several
pictures/mirrors (Trade)
25.M - 4 folding directors type chairs
26.M - 1 pool cleaner by Oase 240v with various accessories
(Trade)
27.M - 1 vintage wooden carpenters box with hand tools, 1
small stepladder & 1 vintage operators chair (Trade)
28.M - 1 black glass /metal TV stand
29.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Qualcast type XSZ46B NO grass box
30.M - 2 black five sided planters - 1 large & 1 small
31.M - 1 mobile cabinet with 4 red metal drawers - lockable by
padlock but none supplied
32.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type ST1.
Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a battery
charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable charger
is £49
33.M - A quantity of various items including a plane, a basket,
garden tools etc. Contents of one shelf
34.M - 10 boxes containing plastic trays
35.M - 6 x 5L bottles of Hygiene lotion soap
36.M - 1 hardwood garden table with a blue parasol
37.M - 1 electric lawnmower by Qualcast and 1 electric
Lawnraker (Trade)
38.M - 1 blue parasol with a metal base
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39.M - 1 conservatory suite with cushions (2+1+1)
40.V - A quantity of various part rolls of fabric. Contents of one
wheeled cage which is not included
41.V - 1 white painted pine cabinet with single tapered door
42.V - 1 mobile wood effect slat type literature display stand
and 1 multi coloured plastic table with shelves
43.M - 1 Outwell Nebraska XXL 10 man tent
44.M - 6 green plastic stacking garden chairs
45.M - 1 trials bike by Onza type T-raptor 26 inch wheels with
Magura HS33 hydraulic brakes
46.M - 1 old school vintage 1980's red BMX bike with blue
skyway mag wheels
47.M - 5 large plastic crates - various colours / types
48.M - A quantity of large canopy by Kids Active
49.M - 1 all weather wicker cube garden table with glass top, 4
stow under chairs, cushions and protective cover together
with 1 wood framed mirror
50.M - 12 wood framed dining chairs
51.M - 16 various plastic stacking crates with fold over lids
52.M - 17 various plastic stacking crates with fold over lids
53.M - 16 various plastic stacking crates with fold over lids
54.M - 25 various plastic stacking crates with fold over lids
55.M - 1 inflatable dinghy by Avon 7ft with oars, inflator,
floorboard and bag
56.V - A quantity of sprung clamps and 1 metal case
containing various metal working files
57.M - 1 electric outboard engine by Shakespeare type Sigma
30, 12volt
58.M - 1 petrol 2 stroke outboard engine by Suzuki type DT3.
5
59.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
60.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
61.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
62.M - 3 fishing rods & 1 net
63.M - A quantity of camping / caravan related items including
extension leads, chocks, folding chairs, a folding clothes
dryer etc. Contents of one shelf
64.M - A quantity of various garden related items including a
wheel barrow, a Qualcast electric lawnmower, a hose on
reel etc. Contents of one shelf
65.M - A quantity of various electric and manual hand tools,
shears etc (Trade)
66.M - 21 various body boards
67.M - A quantity of various items including curtains, 3 small
cabinets, taps, a basket etc
68.M - 4 various pet carriers, 1 log basket and a quantity of
hanging baskets
69.V - 4 various pedal cycles - all requiring attention
70.M - 4 various pedal cycles - all require attention
71.M - 1 pine fire surround
72.M - 1 ex-Royal Navy davit launch 25 person life raft in rigid
container. Please note the auto inflating gas bottle has
been removed and is not included
73.M - 1 vintage racing bike by Carlton
74.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various paintings on
canvas (including several by Clive Brocklehurst), a mirror
etc.
75.M - 1 inflatable dinghy by Avon Redstart with 2 inflators, 2
oars, a spray deck, seat and bag
76.V - 2 aluminium step ladders
77.M - 1 mainsail 33ft 6 inch x 9 ft 6 inch
78.M - 1 gimbal compass by Sestrel & 1 hand bearing
compass by Silva
79.M - 1 box containing various outboard parts, a beacon, a
masthead light (incomplete), 1 anchor, 3 winches etc
80.M - 1 tray containing various boat / marine fittings & 1
anchor
81.M - A quantity of various marine items including a Navico
Tiller pilot 1600, a Navstar 2000 unit, an Auto Helm unit etc
82.M - 1 box containing lengths of nylon rope
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83.M - 1 tray containing various tools & 1 box containing
camping gaz parts
84.M - A quantity of various oars / paddles
85.M - A quantity of various stainless steel fixings
86.M - 1 electric chainsaw by Black and Decker, 1900w, 240v
87.M - 1 electric chain saw by Titan, 2000w, 240v
88.M - A quantity of various sailing waterproofs. Contents of
one shelf
89.M - A quantity of various life jackets and sailing harnesses.
Contents of one shelf
90.M - A quantity of various marine items including foot
pumps, rollocks etc
91.M - 2 Stuart Turner pumps
92.M - 3 bronze propellors
93.M - 4 various pairs of binoculars
94.M - 2 lengths of Super Hoze - 1 x 15m & 1 x 30m
95.M - A quantity of various marine items including a compass
and 2 Bosun type chairs. Contents of one shelf
96.M - 2 bronze propellor shafts
97.M - 1 petrol engine garden blower by McCulloch type
BVM240
98.M - 6 folding camping chairs
99.M - 6 folding camping chairs
100.M - A quantity of various camping equipment. Contents of
one shelf
101.M - A quantity of various household items including soft
toys, ornaments, a clock etc. Contents of one bay /3
shelves
102.M - A quantity of various household items including lights,
sewing box etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
103.M - A quantity of various household items including soft
toys, ornaments, a kettle etc. Contents of one bay /3
shelves (Trade)
104.M - A quantity of various household items including a
record player, speakers, lights, plaster mouldings etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves (Trade)
105.M - A quantity of various household items including a hi-fi
unit, rugs, CDs etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves (Trade)
106.M - A quantity of various umbrellas, suitcases etc. Contents
of one bay / 3 shelves
107.M - A quantity of various household items including a
heater, a fan, jigsaws etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
(Trade)
108.V - 3 aluminium step ladders
109.M - 1 wardrobe by HL Lebus
110.V - 4 dining chairs & 1 TV stand
111.M - 1 wardrobe / drawer combination cabinet & 1 home
computer table
112.M - A quantity of various white bedroom furniture
113.M - A quantity of various furniture including a two part pine
dresser, a chest of drawers etc
114.M - 1 wicker chair, 1 similar shelf unit and 1 small vintage
pine cabinet
115.M - 1 cast metal umbrella stand, 1 chair & 1 stool
116.M - 4 red upholstered dining chairs
117.M - 1 electric fire in the style of a log burner, 1 microwave,
1 fan, 2 lights & 1 Miranda tripod (Trade)
118.M - An 8 drawer cream painted chest of drawers
119.M - 1 black metal shelf unit & 1 small plastic 6 drawer unit
120.M - 1 small wood effect chest of 3 drawers
121.M - 1 pine chest of 5 drawers
122.M - 1 wooden coffee table
123.M - 1 pine wardrobe with 2 drawers under
124.M - 1 pine sideboard with 4 doors / 6 drawers
125.M - 1 walking aid & 1 vacuum cleaner by Panasonic
(Trade)
126.M - 1 dark wood coffee table & 1 small dark wood two door
cabinet
127.M - 1 wheeled pine storage box with lift up lid
128.M - A two part wood effect cabinet with 2 glass doors
above and 2 solid doors below
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129.M - A quantity of various items including 2 Delonghi mini
heaters, a microwave, a massage seat etc. Contents of one
shelf
130.M - A quantity of various items including books, glassware,
novelty items / frames etc. Contents of one shelf
131.M - A quantity of various household items including cups,
saucers, teapots etc. Contents of one shelf
132.M - A green floral pattern three piece suite (2+1+1)
133.M - A floral pattern 3 piece suite (2+1+1) and 2 wooden
dining chairs
134.M - 1 wooden framed high back chair
135.M - 2 golf bags containing various clubs
136.M - 4 life jackets by Kru
137.M - 1 circular wooden table and 4 dining chairs
138.M - 4 wooden dining chairs with cushions
139.M - A nest of 3 tables & 2 wooden stools
140.M - 6 wooden dining chairs
141.M - 1 vintage wooden sideboard
142.M - 1 wicker basket containing a picnic set
143.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Zeo Sport with
mains charger (Trade)
144.M - 1 circular pine table, 1 shelf unit, 1 pine two drawer
unit, 1 easel & 1 mini stool
145.M - 1 electric potters wheel by Email type Frame 56, 240v
(Trade)
146.M - 1 electric pottery kiln by Cromartie Kilns type H40,
240v, 3.5kw with a pyrometer and kiln furniture (Trade)
147.M - 4 various vacuum cleaners (Trade)
148.M - 1 cream upholstered manual reclining armchair
149.M - A burgundy upholstered three person sofa with 1
matching arm chair
150.M - A dark blue upholstered three piece suite with cream
piping decoration (3+1+1)
151.M - A quantity of various household items including
crockery, an artist set, lights, a snooker cue etc. Contents
of one shelf (Trade)
152.M - A quantity of various items including charging leads,
deodorant etc (Trade)
153.M - 2 aluminium storage cases suitable for CD archive etc
154.M - 2 aluminium storage cases suitable for CD archive etc
155.M - A quantity of various cases and bags
156.M - 1 rustic pine dining table
157.M - 1 rustic pine dining table
158.M - 1 rustic pine dining table - requires attention
159.M - 1 circular glass dining table with metal legs and four
matching metal framed chairs
160.M - 1 rectangular wooden extending dining table
161.M - 4 camping / caravan items comprising a wheel lock with
key, a levelling set, an extension lead and a folding larder /
table by Royal
162.M - 1 hanging chair with support frame
163.M - 1 hardwood garden table & 1 black parasol (small hole
in parasol fabric)
164.M - 1 hardwood garden table with 6 hardwood folding
chairs (2 with arms)
165.M - One electronically adjustable reclining armchair (Trade)
166.V - 9 stacking metal framed bistro / garden type chairs
167.V - 1 Vacuum cleaner by Dyson (Trade)
168.M - 9 wooden chairs (5 of one type and 4 of another)
169.M - 1 tile top coffee table and 1 pouffe
170.M - 1 battery operated vacuum cleaner by Vax type Air
Cordless Lift Solo supplied with 1 battery / 1 charger
(Trade)
171.M - 1 wood effect cabinet with 4 drawers / 2 doors & 1
wood effect cabinet with 2 drawers / 2 doors
172.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Dyson type DC07, 2 nests of 3
tables & 1 umbrella stand / pot (Trade)
173.M - A two part pine dresser
174.M - 2 wooden dining chairs
175.M - 1 hi-fi system by Denon (comprising 1 x UDRA-70
receiver, 1 x UDR-70 tape deck & 1 x UCD-70 CD player) ,
2 speakers by Mission type 760i & 1 dark wood effect hi-fi
cabinet (Trade)
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176.M - 1 reproduction writing bureau & 1 shelf unit
177.V - 1 large brown / cream floor rug
178.V - 1 large blue floor rug
179.V - 1 dark red fleck pattern floor rug RRP £209
180.M - 1 child's folding electric scooter with mains charger
(Trade)
181.M - 1 wake board
182.M - 1 cream painted storage chest with lift up lid
183.M - 1 petrol engine brush cutter by McCulloch type MT320
184.M - 1 dressmakers adjustable dummy
185.V – Lots 185-190 are blank
191.V - A large office digital photocopier by Sharp type arm316
240-volt - please note one of the hinges is in need of repair
- trade
192.M - Two very large vintage light cases by Colortran lighting
equipment on mobile tripods
193.M - 1 mobile flat screen monitor / TV stand
194.M - A large quantity of vintage audio-visual related items,
contents of one bay/three shelves - trade
195.M - A Yamaha Electone HS6 twin keyboard electric organ 240 volt trade
196.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a boxed
Miele pet vacuum cleaner, a Logic mini oven and an Oreck
micro sweep Cleaning System - trade
197.M - An unused folding commode
198.M - 1 Vax carpet cleaning vacuum - 240 volt trade
199.M - A quantity of various vintage lighting stands, camera
tripods etc. Contents of half a shelf
200.M - A quantity of various vintage lighting stands, camera
tripods etc. Contents of half a shelf
201.M - A quantity of various household related items including
two vacuum cleaners and microwave, vases, a bin etc.
Contents of 1 wide shelf - trade
202.M - A vintage EMI reel to reel tape recorder in original case
with manual - trade
203.M - A vintage reel-to-reel tape recorder by Tandberg type
series 15 with case - trade
204.M - A vintage reel-to-reel tape recorder by Tandberg type
series 92 - trade
205.M - A vintage reel-to-reel tape recorder by Uher type 4200
report stereo IC unit comes with spare batteries, original
case, secondary case, instruction manuals etc - trade
206.M - A vintage Acmade electric film splicer/projector film
editing unit with speaker and smaller manual editing unit by
Premier - trade
207.M - 4 various tripod stands and one vintage spotlight - trade
208.M - A pair of vintage decorative industrial theatre lights by
Mole Richardson, come with mobile tripod stands - trade
209.M - A quantity of various vintage projector stands, a screen
pole etc.
210.M - 1 fruit machine by G-Squared Games 2015 type Mutant
Ninja Gerbils. Please note there are no keys therefore sold
as untested - trade
211.M - A quantity of various projector screens and stands,
contents of three shelves
212.M - A quantity of various electrical related items including
lights, shelving brackets, bulbs etc. Contents of two shelves
- trade
213.M - A quantity of various vintage visual items including an
Eumig projector, a Bell and Howell projector, super clamps,
daylight screens etc. Contents of three shelves trade
214.M - A large quantity of lighting related items including
bulbs, projector lenses etc. Contents of 4 shelves trade
215.M - A quantity of various camcorder related items including
a Sony camcorder type dcr trv 900 E, a camsling, carry
bags etc. Contents of three shelves, please note
camcorder does not have a battery charger - trade
216.M - A quantity of various photography equipment including
two Polaroid mini port cameras, one 2 piece, one 4 piece
etc. Contents of one shelf
217.M - A Sony camcorder type dcr vx9000 e, comes with case
& spare batteries, but no battery charger - trade
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218.M - A large G&E image projector model number LCD 10e,
comes with manual and box trade
219.M - A Kodak Carousel projector type s-av1010 and a large
number of Carousel slide trays, slides etc. Contents of 4
shelves trade
220.M - A small quantity of vintage manual film winders.
Contents of one shelf
221.M - A quantity of film editing units splicers/joiners etc.
Contents of one shelf
222.M - A quantity of various items including a precision film
joiner, manual film winders etc. Contents of one shelf trade
223.M - A Panasonic video recorder and a Bell and Howell
1680 projector, contents of one shelf - trade
224.M - A quantity of various camera related items including
lenses and a Mamiya C3 professional camera. Please note
no included lenses fit this camera, contents of one shelf
225.M - A vintage GDM 121 condenser microphone on stand
226.M - A vintage Reslo condenser microphone type rbht on
stand
227.M - A transistorized condenser microphone by Sennheiser
type mkh815, microphone comes in hard carry case and
soft carry case with original sleeve, two Bell and Howell
filmo Sonic shotgun microphones and a large microphone
windshield. Contents of three shelves
228.M - A large quantity of photography related items including
vintage film, flashes, spare parts etc. Contents of three
shelves
229.M - A vintage Bell and Howell filmosound TQ1 projector
with two speakers - trade
230.M - A vintage Bell and Howell filmosound TQ1 projector
with a speaker - trade
231.M - A quantity of visual related items including a Goko GM
5005 film viewer, a Filmosonic Bell and Howell projector, a
Bolex Multimatic etc. - trade
232.M - A large vintage projector by Siemens - trade
233.M - A vintage Bell and Howell projector type 615 H, comes
with power lead, case etc. - trade
234.M - A quantity of various travel cases for camcorders,
cameras etc. Contents of one shelf
235.M - A rear projection screen in case and a Sony MiniDisc
recorder MDS je480 - trade
236.M - A large quantity of vintage camera related bags
237.M - A large quantity of film reels and film reel metal cases
and large rolls of colours plastic backing film. Contents of
two shelves
238.M - A quantity of various camera related darkroom
equipment, a Durst CLS 305, a universal developing tank
trays and two printers - trade
239.M - 1 mandolin by Fabrica De Guitarras Gonzo with soft
carry case
240.M - 1 metal detector by Garrett type ACE 400i - very little
use since purchased new for £339
241.M - 1 metal detector by Minelab type Go-Find 60 - very little
use since purchased new for £259
242.M - A small quantity of various metal detecting equipment
including a sand scoop, headphones, a folding seat etc
243.V - Blank
244.M - 4 unused television stands, sizes 32 inch to 60 inch
245.M - 4 unused television stands, sizes 32 inch to 60 inch
246.M - A quantity of television aerials and satellite dishes
247.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
two large light boxes, a TV stand, an unused oil filled
radiator two laptops etc - trade
248.M - 4 television stands, two of which are 40 inch to 70 inch
and the others are 32inch to 47 inch
249.V - One desktop computer by Fujitsu with an i5 3.1 gig
processor 8GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive. Unit comes
with a fresh install of Windows 7, which is activated, comes
with monitor, keyboard and mouse
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250.M - A quantity of av equipment including a video
distribution amplifier by Procon, a matchpak IF unit by
Alice, and a box of audio cables. Contents of one shelf
240v - trade
251.M - A Panasonic stereo system with 2 speakers - trade
252.M - A JVC stereo system with speakers and a Canon ql19q
35mm camera with case - trade
253.M - A Technics surround sound stereo system with 5
speakers and a Samsung subwoofer - trade
254.M - A 6 speaker surround sound system by Wharfedale
and a Fujica 35mm camera - trade
255.V - 1 mobile rackmount server cabinet with an UPS
machine, an Aten monitor and keyboard, Excel switch etc.
240-volt - trade. Keys in auction office
256.M - Over 70 packs of vintage Minolta playing cards
257.M - One sat nav by Garmin type nuvi-2515, unit comes with
case, power cord, box and holder - trade
258.M - A quantity of various items including two cameras
memory cards, four dictaphones, three of which are digital,
all have cases. Contents of two shelves - trade
259.M - 1 Panasonic mini DV camcorder type nvda1Bn and a
DAT digital audio tape recorder by Sony type tcd-D8 - trade
260.M - A Sekonic studio deluxe exposure light meter, boxed
with case
261.M - A monocular with no make or model visible and a small
tripod stand
262.M - A large quantity of various camera related items
including a Ricoh kr-10, a Minolta srt100x, flashes, winders,
timers, lenses etc. Contents of 4 shelves
263.V - A quantity of various TV/monitor stands
264.M - 1 Apple iMac a1224 20 inch, 1 iMac a1311 21.5 inch,
one Macbook Pro and one iBook. Please note all 4 units
are for spares or repairs - trade
265.M - One very large PC tower case by Cooler Master type
Cosmos - trade
266.M - One desktop computer by Fujitsu Siemens with an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor 2GB RAM 250gb hard disk
drive, unit comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse.
Please note Windows 7 will require activating, no key is
supplied - trade
267.M - One desktop computer by Fujitsu Siemens with an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor 2GB RAM 250gb hard disk
drive, unit comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse.
Please note Windows 7 will require activating, no key is
supplied - trade
268.M - One desktop computer by Fujitsu Siemens with an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor 2GB RAM 160gb hard disk
drive, unit comes with monitor, keyboard, extra desktop unit
for spares and mouse. Please note Windows 7 will require
activating, no key is supplied - trade
269.M - One desktop computer by Fujitsu Siemens with an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor 2GB RAM 250gb hard disk
drive, unit comes with monitor, keyboard, extra desktop unit
for spares and mouse. Please note Windows 7 will require
activating, no key is supplied - trade
270.V - Blank
271.M - Two printers, one by Canon and one by HP. Please
note both require ink - 240v trade
272.M - 1 32-in LCD Sony Bravia TV, a Samsung PVR, a
Philips DVD and video player and TalkTalk YouView box
with various different remotes - trade
273.M - A 40 inch Sony LCD colour TV type kdl 40s2530 no
remote, a BT YouView Box, a Samsung Blu-ray Disc Player
and a BT router, various remotes, a large box of various
audio CDs, a MasterChef by Moulinex etc included trade
274.M - A 32-in LCD HDTV by Celcus model number LCD
325913 HD, unit comes with remote control - trade
275.M - A 24 inch television by JVC and a 19 inch LCD TV by
Hitachi, remotes included - trade
276.M - 1 wide DTV monitor by Samsung Type 2333hd boxed trade
277.V - 2 small hdtv's, one by Toshiba and one by E-Motion trade
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278.M - Three various Rock Band drum kits for a various game
consoles - trade
279.M - A quantity of various laptops for spares or repairs,
contents of one shelf - trade
280.M - A quantity of various laptops for spares or repairs,
contents of one shelf - trade
281.M - A quantity of various laptops for spares or repairs,
contents of two shelves trade
282.M - A quantity of various broadband units type Liberator
v100 etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
283.M - 1 Hitachi 43 inch 4K ultra HD smart TV model number
43hk25T74U. Unit comes on stand with remote control trade
284.M - One slim Xbox 360 in black with power adaptor, scart
lead, two controllers and a 250gb hard disk drive - trade
285.M - Two Sony stereo systems with speakers and a quantity
of audio CDs - trade
286.M - A PlayStation 2 console and a PlayStation 1 console,
both come with games and controllers - trade
287.M - A 32 inch JVC LCD TV model number lt32DS6BJ, unit
comes with remote control - trade
288.M - Two floor standing reading lamps trade
289.M - Four various computer monitors 2 by Dell and 2 by HP trade
290.M - 8 Wii Fit boards and one Rock Band 3 Wii keyboard trade
291.M - 9 Wii Fit boards and one Rock Band 3 Wii keyboard trade
292.M - 9 Wii Fit boards and one Rock Band 3 Wii keyboard trade
293.M - A large quantity of rock band video game guitars for
various video game consoles including Wii PS3 Xbox 360.
Contents of one shelf - trade
294.M - A quantity of video game related items including rock
band drum kits, guitars, steering wheel etc. Contents of one
shelf - trade
295.M - a large quantity of 20 various sized 4 pin duo
fluorescent/tube aquarium lights, trade
296.M - A quantity of television aerials and television stands,
contents of one shelf
297.M - A quantity of various vintage electronic items including
a Hyundai CCTV system, two cordless phones, keyboard,
Roberts Radio etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
298.M - A large quantity of DVDs, contents of 4 shelves
299.M - A large quantity of DVDs, contents of 4 shelves
300.M - A large quantity of printer cartridges and toner
cartridges. Please note boxes have been opened so
therefore we cannot guarantee the contents is unused,
contents of 8 shelves/two bays
301.V - A quantity of various items including laptop, power
supplies, keyboards, optical mice etc. Contents of three
shelves - trade
302.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
a Sony stereo, an ion flash USB turntable, a printing
calculator, various DVDs speakers etc. Contents of 4
shelves - trade
303.M - 6 boxes containing a large quantity of DVDs. Contents
of two shelves
304.M - 6 desktop computers and three monitors. Please note
these are spares or repairs - trade
305.V - 1 Toshiba Strata phone system including 11 Toshiba
phones. Contents of two shelves 240v - trade
306.M - A quantity of various IT equipment including Cisco
systems, Kramer video audio distribution amplifiers etc.
Contents of three shelves - trade
307.M - A quantity of various office related items including a
desk tidy, staplers, a laminator, folders, paper trimmer etc.
Contents of three shelves
308.M - A quantity of video recorders and a DVD player,
contents of two shelves - trade
309.M - 8 unused bathroom lights by JCC type Bodo range,
contents of one shelf trade
310.M - One large wall mounted mirror

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£100-£200
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£60
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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£15-£30
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£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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311.M - A large quantity of greeting cards, bows etc. Contents
of 4 shelves
312.M - 6 boxes containing stands for Disney Infinity or Marvel
Superhero figures
313.M - 4 boxes containing stands for Disney Infinity or Marvel
Superhero figures
314.M - A quantity of supplements/energy shots etc. Contents
of one shelf
315.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
316.M - A quantity of unused audio CDs, contents of four
shelves
317.V - Blank
318.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
319.M - A quantity of various prints, contents of four shelves
320.M - A quantity of various gift related items. Contents of four
shelves
321.M - A quantity of various items including Voyager VHS,
DVDs, CDs, gift items etc. Contents of four shelves
322.M - 7 various sized airbeds, contents of three shelves
323.M - 1 plastic 5 shelf rack
324.M - One large paper trimmer by Razorback type RZT670
325.M - 1 precision guillotine by Avery type A3
326.M - 6 pin binding machines by Office depot, contents of one
shelf
327.M - One large guillotine by Avery type A2
328.M - 183 precision trimmer by Avery and one Office depot
desktop laminator - trade, contents of one shelf
329.M - A quantity of various office related items including
folders, a paper trimmer, staplers etc. Contents of three
shelves trade
330.M - A quantity of various office related items including
folders, hole punches, staplers and 3 old laptops for spares
and repairs - trade
331.M - A large quantity of gift related items including ceramic
door knobs, artificial feather Birds, wooden animal glass
holders, jewellery shelves, wooden boxes etc. Contents of
3 Bays/12 shelves
332.M - 2 vintage baby's prams and a set of encyclopaedias
333.V – Lots 333-340 are blank
341.V - Four traditional half Lantern outside wall lights by Saxby
RRP over £180
342.V - 2 LED wall lights by Paul Neuhaus and 1 pendant 4
light candle style chandelier RRP over £200
343.V - A quantity of various lights including a three light flush
fitting kitchen island light by Eglo type Zapata, 2 glass lamp
shades, pendant light etc. RRP over £200, contents of one
shelf
344.V - 4 Pomona steampunk antique brass wall lights and one
other triple steampunk wall light RRP over £200
345.V - 2 chrome effect 3 light hanging pendants by Eglo type
Conessa and two chrome effect industrial pendant lights
RRP over £200
346.V - A 5 lamp flush fitting ceiling light, 2 single lamp flush
fitting lights by Nave and one antique brass finish pendant
light RRP over £200, contents of one shelf
347.V - 1 antique brass finished single lamp pendant light, a 3
Light kitchen pendant and a 2 light kitchen pendant RRP
over £200, contents of 1 Rail
348.V - Two tall snake skin effect table lights by Safavieh RRP
£96.98 each
349.V - 1 flush fitting 3 lamp ceiling light, a 3 light hanging
pendant by Maytoni and 2 flush fitting 3 lamp ceiling lights
with crystal flowers RRP over £200
350.V - 3 x 3 lamp pendant lights by Endon type Welles RRP
£62.99 each
351.V - One single hanging pendant light by Eglo type Rocamar
a flush fitting 2 led kitchen island pendant, and two dome
pendant lights RRP over £150, contents of one shelf
352.V - 1 x 5 lamp cluster pendant by Pritchard, a 4 led flush
fitting kitchen island lights and one single hanging glass
pendant RRP over £200, contents of one shelf

£20-£30
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£20-£40
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353.V - A single light drum pendant type Morad RRP £207.99
354.V - 4 x wall-mounted 2 light chrome finish lamps with opal
glass shades RRP £73.99 each
355.V - A quantity of 5 various pendant lights including a 3
cluster pendant by Dar Banbury, a 3 Light kitchen pendant
by Eglo type Tarbes etc. RRP over £200
356.V - A spitfire brushed chrome 30 inch ceiling fan by Mini
Sun and a 3 lamp pendant in polished chrome and glass by
Dar type Abdul RRP over £230
357.V - 4 flush fitting wall lights by Kapego, a 3 Light kitchen
island pendant by Maytoni type Kolton RRP over £200
358.V - A single caged pendant light RRP £44.99
359.V - 1 diamant 8 light candle chandelier in chrome RRP
£197.99
360.V - 1 Round crystal dimmable single tier pendant light by
Dar type Roma RRP £147.99
361.V - A 3 lamp kitchen island pendant by lampex RRP £145
362.V - A 3-light kitchen island pendant and a drum pendant
light both by Eglo RRP over £120
363.V - A 3 light kitchen island pendant by Nova Luce RRP
£193.99 and two wall lights by Fumagalli RRP £29.99 each
364.V - An 8 light shaded style chandelier by Maytoni type
Elegant Bird RRP £283.99
365.V - An 8 light shaded style chandelier by Maytoni type
Elegant Bird RRP £283.99
366.V - An 8 light drum style pendant lamp by Endon type
Clooney RRP £189.99
367.V - 1 large and 2 small Teardrop style pendants by Nave
RRP over £150
368.V - A 5 light chandelier style pendant light type Ginosa
RRP £145.99
369.V - A quantity of various lights including an industrial
pendant light by Lucide, a 3 lamp kitchen island pendant by
Mark Slojd type Sky and two other spherical pendant lights
RRP over £200, contents of one shelf
370.V - A 6 lamp antique gold effect diamante crystal flush
fitting light by Maytoni type Palace RRP £281.99
371.V - A classic 12 light candle style chandelier RRP £425.99
372.V - 5 various household lights including a polished chrome
finish pendant light, a basic pendulum light, 2 x 6 lamp
flush fitting ceiling lights etc. RRP over £200
373.V - 2 chrome effect 4 lamp flush fitting ceiling lights and 2 x
5 lamp crystal style flush fitting ceiling lights RRP over
£100
374.V - 2 wall lights with cream shades by Firstlight type
Conrad RRP £74.73 each
375.V - 4 various wall lights RRP over £150
376.V - A 3 light drum style chandelier type Nixon RRP £91.99
377.V - A 3 light drum style pendant type Daily RRP £89.99
378.V - A golden single light metal drum pendant
379.V - A quantity of various pendant lights and wall lights
including a serene industrial pendant, 2 chrome effect wall
lights etc. Contents of two shelves RRP over £250
380.V - 5 various household lights including 3 kitchen pendants
and wall lights
381.V - One basket containing a large number of LED light
bulbs RRP over £150, basket not included
382.V - 1 extendable wall light and a 5 lamp pendant light RRP
over £200
383.V - Three various art prints RRP over £120
384.V - 2 free-standing lights by Nave RRP over £120
385.V - 1 x 5 light candle type chandelier model Lullaby, RRP
239 99
386.V - A quantity of various art prints RRP in excess of £300
387.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a cake stand, a tin opener, water filter etc. Contents of 1
wide shelf RRP over £200
388.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a Vax steam cleaner, a cast iron frying pan, a cast iron
casserole dish, small stool, a postbox etc. Contents of 1
wide shelf RRP over £200
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389.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a waffle maker and Norwich kitchen bin, a table lamp etc.
Contents of one shelf RRP over £200
390.V - 1 tripod table lamp, a decorative mirror fronted wall
clock and a freestanding LED light RRP over £200
391.V - A quantity of various household related items including
two table lamps and decorative crystal skull mirror framed
picture etc. RRP over £200
392.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a box of ceramic tiles, four decorative mirrors, ladybird print
and a brass effect clock. Contents of one shelf RRP over
£200
393.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a four slice toaster, a shoe rack and two oversized clocks
RRP over £200
394.V - Two brass and concrete table lamps and 2 brass effect
table lamps RRP over £200
395.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a decorative chicken, a pet carrier, a wall mounted clock, a
picture etc. Contents of two shelves RRP over £250
396.V - 7 various modern style prints on canvas, combined
RRPs well over £300. Contents of one shelf
397.V - 3 unused sensor activated kitchen bins RRP
approximately £150
398.V - 1 tripod floor lamp and a 3 lamp floor light in a copper
effect finish
399.V - One boxed mother and daughter light by Eglo and 1
adjustable floor light with large LED RRP over £150
400.V - 1 freestanding black cantilever light with industrial dome
shade RRP £133.99
401.V - 1 antique style steampunk tripod floor lamp with
decorative gold and black suede shade RRP £154
402.V - 1 metal free-standing tripod floor lamp with cage effect
shade RRP £126.99
403.V - 1 hat and umbrella stand, a freestanding floor lamp with
shade and a brass effect floor lamp no shade RRP over
£200
404.V - 2 various table lamps RRP in excess of £140
405.V - Four table lamps RRP over £150
406.V - A quantity of various household related items including
an 818 jar Compaq Spice Rack, a 3 tier steamer, a set of
crockery an oversized clock etc. Contents of one shelf RRP
over £200
407.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a bread bin, glasses, picture frames, door mats RRP over
£100
408.V - One large oversized clock and a 5 piece wall art set
endless Sky RRP over £200
409.V - 2 chrome effect Retro Kokoon Nina big floor lamps RRP
£74.99 each
410.V - 2 Chrome Effect Retro Kokoon Nina big floor lamps
RRP £74.99 each
411.V - Blank
412.V - 4 grey upholstered dining chairs by Milo type Raven
RRP £249.98
413.V - Two purple upholstered tub type reception chairs by
Teknik RRP £87.99
414.V - A set of 4 wooden Normandy dining chairs type Elisa
415.V - 6 cream white upholstered dining chairs type Ferrante
RRP approximately £300
416.V - A set of 8 grey upholstered dining chairs by MCC
trading Ltd type Colona RRP over £340
417.V - A set of four milky white/cream upholstered dining
chairs by Charles Jacol
418.V - A set of 2 brown upholstered dining chairs type Morton
RRP £115.99
419.V - 1 cream painted wooden dining chair and one green
upholstered dining chair
420.V - A set of six grey upholstered dining chairs type Bojan
RRP over £300
421.V - A set of 6 grey upholstered dining chairs by MCC
Trading Ltd type Colona RRP over £250

£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
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422.V - A set of 4 dark wood grey upholstered dining chairs
type Abril RRP over £350
423.V - A set of 6 dark wood grey upholstered dining chairs
type Abril RRP over £525
424.V - Two black upholstered cantilever dining chairs type Ellis
RRP £239.98
501.M - A part Royal Doulton breakfast set, various decorative
clocks and ornaments and various pictures and records (2
shelves)
502.M - A quantity of miscellaneous stamps and interesting
envelopes etc. (1 shelf)
503.M - A collection of miscellaneous vintage postcards (1
shelf)
504.M - A quantity of miscellaneous and decorative pictures
and plaques etc (six shelves)
505.M - A small coat rack and various books (one shelf)
506.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China and
glassware (4 shelves)
507.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (2
shelves)
508.M - Various pewter tankards, various decorative brass ware
and miscellaneous metal ware and ceramic ornaments etc
(3 shelves)
509.M - A quantity of LP records (2 shelves)
510.M - 2 short wooden cased mantel clocks (one shelf)
511.M - 2 framed black and white drawings, a quantity of
postcards and a collection of matchboxes
512.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware (2
shelves)
513.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (one
shelf)
514.M - Various records and books (1 shelf)
515.M - Various books and maps (2 shelves)
516.M - A Corgi diecast Transporter and various other model
aircraft (1 shelf)
517.M - A small brown attache case and a quantity of Masonic
regalia (1 shelf)
518.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books and music books (2
shelves)
519.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
books (6 shelves)
520.M - A large stoneware bread bin and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative chinaware, books and household
items (6 shelves)
521.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (one shelf)
522.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative souvenir dolls
(one shelf)
523.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books, scrap books and
pamphlets etc (2 shelves)
524.M - A model sailing ship, a copper kettle, a vintage BB gun
and a quantity of miscellaneous household items (2
shelves)
525.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware,
chinaware, silver-plated ware and ornaments etc (2
shelves)
526.M - A quantity of first day covers, a maple wood framed
hunting print and a quantity of household sundries (two
shelves)(Trade)
527.M - 5 vintage radios, a vintage portable typewriter and
various other equipment (three shelves)(Trade)
528.M - A quantity of miscellaneous Arsenal memorabilia (two
shelves)
529.M - A copper coal helmet, a large enameled flour bin, an
old mains radio, a vintage portable typewriter and a
quantity of miscellaneous vintage appliances and
household ornaments etc (5 shelves)(Trade)
530.M - A large heavy marbled stoneware jar, various clocks, a
silver-plated table Candelabra and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative China, glassware and household
ornaments etc (5 shelves)(Trade)
531.M - 2 large green pottery vases, a quantity of fossils and
minerals and a quantity of miscellaneous household
ornaments and trinkets (2 shelves)
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532.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
ornaments and decorative glassware etc (4 shelves)
533.M - A pair of bronzed groups of men with rearing horses
and a female wooden bust (1 shelf)
533a.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
(three shelves)
534.M - A quantity of 45rpm single records (1 shelf)
535.M - A cranberry glass jug and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative glassware and china ware etc (three shelves)
536.M - A bronzed figure table lamp, a quantity of sewing
accessories, a small box of marbles and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative household items (3
shelves)(Trade)
537.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative trophies and
trophy cups etc. Mainly golfing (two shelves)
538.M - Small vintage suitcase, two pairs of pottery vases and a
quantity of miscellaneous trinkets etc. (1 shelf)
539.M - A corgi boxed Heinkel HE111 H-4 - IT + HK, 111. / KG
26 model aeroplane
540.M - A white embroidered christening robe and small
quantity of miscellaneous and vintage garments (2 shelves)
541.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware,
metalware and cutlery etc (four shelves)(Trade)
542.V - A basket misc decorative chinaware (one shelf)
543.M - A vintage duffle coat, 3 ladies vintage dresses, 2
gentlemen's suits, a quantity of tapestry wool and an
unworked tapestry and a quantity of miscellaneous ties and
hats etc
544.M - A barge ware decorated jug, a copper jug, a copper
kettle, 2 flat irons and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative enameled ware, metalware and ornaments etc
(2 shelves)
545.M - A large pottery jar, a pair of vintage kitchen scales, a
wooden wall clock and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative household sundries and ornaments (2 shelves)
546.M - A copper coal helmet, a copper kettle, a set of brass
fire irons, a pair of brass fire dogs, a brass miners lamp,
two wartime helmets and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative metalware and ornaments etc (three shelves)
547.M - A vintage Adler portable typewriter, a vintage frister and
rossmann sewing machine and a quantity of miscellaneous
pamphlets and records etc. (3 shelves)(Trade)
548.M - A top hat, a trilby hat and a quantity of miscellaneous
models and magazines etc (4 shelves)
549.M - A quantity of miscellaneous Scalextric track, Scalextrics
cars, Transformers and other Scalextric accessories etc (4
shelves)(Trade)
550.M - Vintage policeman's helmet, a brownie box camera,
miscellaneous pottery ware, a vintage hair dryer and
miscellaneous records, maps and books etc (5 shelves)
551.M - 3 miscellaneous framed pictures
552.M - A quantity of miscellaneous framed paintings
553.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
554.M - Two large gilt framed paintings
555.M - A BSA Meteor super 0.22 calibre air rifle
556.M - A dinky 152 Austin Devon saloon car with box, a triang
spot on Austin 1100 with box, a dinky 114 Triumph Spitfire
with box, a corgi 155 Lotus climax Formula 1 racing car
with box, a matchbox number 29 A Lesney with box, a
matchbox 1929 Bentley with box, a corgi 1927 Bentley with
box, a Hornby dublo Mallard electric locomotive, a dinky
Silver Jubilee train set with box and a dinky Queen Mary
with box
557.M - An RAF greatcoat, a Royal Naval uniform with cap and
various posters of military aeroplanes
558.M - A ladies vintage fur coat
559.M - 2 framed black and white prints
560.M - A 6 place setting red, gilt and white Royal Grafton tea
set
561.M - A large quantity of first day covers, stamps, postcards,
cigarette cards and interesting posters and a model of a
steamroller

£10-£20
£10-£20
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£10-£20
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562.M - A grey and white floral decorated 6 place setting Royal
Worcester tea set
563.M - A quantity of miscellaneous wooden and small metal
trinkets and household ornaments including; folding
camera, folding clocks, binoculars, pens and interesting
collector’s items etc.
564.M - A part 12 place setting green and white ivy decorated
Colclough tea set
565.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous decorative
glassware, trinket pots and other small ornaments etc
566.M - a circular convex gilt framed wall mirror
567.M - A pair of framed watercolours of rural scenes
568.M - Several souvenir RAF decorated wall plates, a limited
edition RAF mantel clock and a quantity of RAF and
aeroplane related items
569.M - A framed print of a Honda cbr900rr Fireblade
570.M - A framed blue print of a trumpeter and a gilt framed
print of a reclining lady
571.M - A quantity of planespotter's aeroplane identification
cards
572.M - A quantity of miscellaneous blue and white decorative
chinaware
573.M - A framed oil painting of a river scene and various other
framed pictures
574.M - Two small framed signed prints of cottages
575.M - 2 gilt framed oil paintings of monastery interiors
576.M - A black framed sectional overmantle mirror
577.M - A poem written on an oak board
578.M - 7 misc framed pictures
579.M - A framed display of butterflies
580.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
581.M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a wooden frame
582.M - A reproduction mahogany cased wall clock
583.M - A small reproduction aneroid barometer in a mahogany
case
584.M - A vintage suitcase, a stoneware jar and a quantity of
miscellaneous household trinkets, ornaments and cutlery
etc
585.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous memorabilia and
collectors items including postcards, a vintage teddy bear,
various buttons and sewing accessories, various children's
books, interesting papers and pamphlets and other
collectors items
586.M - An antique rosewood sarcophagus shaped tea caddy
and miscellaneous chessmen and ornaments etc
587.M - A collection of royal Copenhagen decorative plates and
other decorative wall plates
588.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments
589.M - A Beswick horse, a collection of minerals and crystals
and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative ornaments etc
590.M - A vintage wooden rolling pin, a Mersham pipe, various
vintage stoneware bottles and a collection of decorative
wall plates and other ornament etc
591.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wall plates and
other commemorative ware and ornaments etc
592.M - An Imari wall plate, a brass shell case and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative ornaments and miniature China
figures and other models etc
593.M - A large green glass paperweight
594.M - A small collection of miscellaneous pen knives
595.M - A collection of miscellaneous gentleman's wristwatches
596.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
not included)
597.M - A small collection of miscellaneous gold and other
yellow metal tie pins and brooches
598.M - A small engraved silver vesta
599.M - A collection of 5 yellow metal set dress rings
600.M - A 9 carat gold masonic ring
601.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery (basket
not included)
602.M - A silver trophy Cup approximately 220 g
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603.M - 2 embossed and pierced silver dishes, 2 silver serviette
rings, a silver Sherry label and a silver backed hand mirror
604.M - A collection of misc silver cutlery approximately 240g
605.M - 3 gentleman's wrist watches, a silver medal and a
quantity of miscellaneous coins
606.M - A copper kettle, a decorative table light, 4
commemorative horse plates and a quantity of
miscellaneous household ornaments and trinkets including
silver plated ware (Trade)
607.M - A collection of miniature thimbles (stand not included)
and a quantity miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments
608.M - A blue glass decanter and two matching glasses and a
quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments
609.M - A small blue and white jasperware teapot, a set of six
diecast model vehicles, Staffordshire style Spaniel and a
quantity of miscellaneous decorative ornaments and
household sundries
610.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver and
silver plated cutlery
611.M - A quantity of decorative Japanese eggshell and similar
teaware
612.M - Two glass paperweights and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments
613.M - A collection of cigarette cards and albums
614.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments
615.M - A boxed glass decanter, 2 glass paperweights, a
quantity of decorative silver plated cutlery and quantity of
miscellaneous trinkets and costume jewellery etc.
616.M - 2 Coalport figures of ladies, 1 Royal Worcester figure of
a lady and one other figure
617.M - A Victorian rosewood vanity box with a lift lid enclosing
a fitted interior with glass bottles and silver-plated lids and
an exterior drawer under
618.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
glassware and ornaments etc
619.M - An elegant Edwardian inlaid mahogany domed top
mantel clock with a brass mounted face
620.M - 5 miscellaneous Staffordshire style dogs
621.M - A quantity of grey and white floral patterned Wedgwood
trinket pots and dishes and a quantity of similar chinaware
and ornaments etc
622.M - A quantity of miscellaneous sewing related items
including cottons, buttons, thimbles and miscellaneous
sewing accessories
623.M - A red blue and white decorative wedge-shaped cheese
dish, 2 pieces of Moorcroft pottery, three pieces of Carlton
Ware and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
chinaware and ornaments etc
624.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured
glassware; including Murano glass, tall glass vases and
other glass ornaments
625.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments
626.M - A grey and white leaf patterned Royal Albert tea and
coffee service
627.M - 3 Lladro/Nao figures of golfing girls
628.M - 3 Lladro/Nao figures of ladies
629.M - 3 Lladro/Nao figures of ladies
630.M - 3 Lladro/Nao figures of ladies
631.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
ornaments
632.M - 5 decorative glass decanters, two glass jugs and three
glass vases
633.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated
cutlery
634.M - 9 ceramic Heavy Horses and a decorative horse plate
635.M - Coalport figure of the Wicked Lady and a Royal
Doulton figure of Lady Jane Grey
636.M - 2 Royal Doulton figures of ladies and one Royal
Doulton figure of Dinky Do

£30-£50
£50-£80
£20-£40
£10-£20

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20

£20-£30
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20

£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
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637.M - A quantity of decorative wall plates and miscellaneous £10-£20
decorative chinaware and ornaments
638.M - 2 domed top mantel clocks
£10-£20
639.M - A set of 8 Aynsley summer flowers hat wall ornaments £10-£20
640.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured
£10-£20
glassware and paperweights (Trade)
641.M - A large quantity miscellaneous sewing related items
£10-£20
including; dressmakers chalk, cottons, buttons, shears and
other sewing accessories
642.M - A quantity of miscellaneous embroiderers and fabrics
£10-£20
etc
643.M - An album of uncirculated British currency notes and a
£40-£60
quantity of miscellaneous covers and postcards etc
644.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative character jugs
£10-£20
and other ornaments etc
645.M - A brass model of a spitfire and a quantity of
£10-£20
miscellaneous diecast and other models
646.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver and silver £10-£30
plated ware and cutlery
647.M - A collection of small tea and coffee sets by Noritake,
£10-£20
Royal Doulton and Wedgwood etc
648.M - Various AA and other vehicle badges, a quantity of
£10-£20
miscellaneous motoring related items including; maps and
maintenance books etc
649.M - A quantity of floral patterned Royal Grafton teaware
£10-£20
650.M - A quantity of miscellaneous household ornaments,
£10-£20
trinkets and ephemera
651.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative dinner and
£10-£20
teaware
652.M - A boxed set of silver plated fish knives and forks and a £10-£20
quantity of miscellaneous decorative wood ware and
decorative glass etc
653.M - A quantity of Minton floral patterned Haddon Hall
£10-£20
breakfast ware
654.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative brass and other £10-£20
metalware ornaments
655.M - Two large white Platters, 3 floral patterned food
£10-£20
containers and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative
ornamental chinaware
656.M - A quantity of floral patterned Denby stoneware
£10-£20
breakfast ware
657.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative drinking
£10-£20
glasses and other decorative glassware
658.M - Blank lot
659.M - Blank lot
660.V - A modern fawn ground pattern rug
£10-£20
661.V - Large pink ground modern patterned rug
£30-£40
662.V - A brown and fawn patterned modern rug
£20-£30
663.V - Two similar modern grey and white patterned rugs
£40-£80
664.V - A modern grey shaggy rug
£30-£50
665.V - Traditional design fawn ground red patterned medallion £20-£40
rug
666.M - 4 similar ornate gilt framed wall mirrors
£10-£20
667.M - A rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame
£5-£10
668.M - A shaped bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt frame
£10-£20
669.M - 1 oval and 1 circular gilt frame wall mirrors
£5-£10
670.M - A cast iron fire basket and a cast iron grate
£5-£10
671.M - Reproduction mahogany dining room dresser with a fall £10-£20
front and cupboards under
672.M - An oak Bureau bookcase with 2 leaded glazed doors
£20-£40
enclosing shelves, a fall front and 3 drawers below
673.M - Oak Bureau bookcase with 2 leaded glazed doors
£20-£40
enclosing shelves, a fall front and 3 drawers below
674.M - A large quantity (in excess of 500) 10 inch vinyl
£50-£100
records, some by; Conroy, Boosey & Hawkes, Chappell,
Harmonic, Music De Wolfe, Impress, Theme Music, Mood
Music and others, this lot will include the two cabinets
675.M - An engraved unframed triple dressing mirror
£5-£10
676.M - A Victorian stripped pine bedroom chest of 2 short and £20-£30
3 long drawers
677.M - Old pine kitchen dresser with 2 open shelves 3 drawers £30-£50
and 3 cupboards below
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678.M - A framed painting of a sea shore and a framed floral
watercolour
679.M - A Victorian stripped pine chest of 2 short & 2 long
drawers
680.M - A Victorian mahogany chiffonier with a shelf and
mirrored back, one drawer and two cupboards under
681.M - A vintage green enamelled 4 person locker
682.M - A carved ecclesiastical panel and a dark wood
sideboard
683.M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt
frame
684.M - An oval bevelled mirror in an ornate gilt frame
685.M - Rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt frame
686.M - A rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame
687.M - A black painted fire canopy, a pair of heavy-duty fire
dogs with grate and a black spark guard
688.M - A gold coloured upholstered vintage 5 piece Lounge
suite with pouffe
689.M - An open fronted 4 tier metal bookcase and a brass and
onyx lamp standard (Trade)
690.V - Two small rectangular top tables
690aM 1 Oak framed reclining chair – no cushions
691.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures in frames (stillage
not included)
692.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures in frames (stillage
not included)
693.M - One box of miscellaneous pictures and frames
694.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures in frames (stillage
not included)
695.M - Two boxes of miscellaneous pictures and frames
696.M - A reproduction rectangular topped coffee table, a small
rectangular occasional table and a table/bookrack
697.M - A 6 piece matching cream and gilt decorated bedroom
suite comprising; two bedside cabinets, two chests of
drawers, a dressing chest and a cheval mirror
698.M - An alabaster style jardiniere and stand and a
decorative pineapple table lamp (Trade)
699.M - A rectangular top occasional table and a vintage
suitcase
700.M - A vintage wicker work ottoman with an upholstered lift
lid, bedding contents included
701.M - A small carved oak pedestal wine table and a
mahogany circular topped jardiniere stand
702.M - A folding card table, a small wooden wall cabinet and a
reproduction linenfold telephone table
703.M - A circular mahogany drop leaf breakfast table
704.M - A vintage Dynatron TV in a wooden case with doors
(Trade)
705.M - A vintage white cased Echo TV (Trade)
706.M - 2 ladder back elbow chairs with rush seats and a cane
backed elbow chair
707.M - 2 similar reproduction mahogany oval topped pedestal
tables with splayed legs and a cross banded top and a
small reproduction rectangular table
708.M - 2 mahogany ladder back dining chairs
709.M - Three miscellaneous chairs with wooden seats, a metal
storage trunk with a lift lid and a circular brass tray
710.M - A collection of miscellaneous oriental patterned rugs
711.M - An oak rectangular top extending dining table with an
extra leaf on heavy cabriole legs
712.M - A reproduction mahogany twin pedestal "D" end dining
table with centre leaf
713.M - A large decorative cast iron log grate with spark guard
714.M - 2 wooden boxes and a framed woolwork fire guard
715.M - A mahogany bow front sideboard with 5 drawers with
lion ring handles
716.M - A mahogany framed oval dressing mirror with side
supports
717.M - Two green floral upholstered armchairs
718.M - A foldout sewing box, a dressing stool, a small footstool
and a vintage orange pouffe
719.M - An oval topped mahogany drop leaf dining table on
cabriole legs

£5-£10
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5--£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£30-£50
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£50-£100
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£80
£10-£20
£5-£10
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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720.M - A vintage hand sewing machine in carrying case by
Pinnock
721.M - A vintage kitchen table wringer
722.M - 2 small wooden tables and a brass lamp standard
(Trade)
723.M - An Edwardian mahogany framed armchair in floral
upholstery
724.M - 2 elbow chairs, a small rush seat stool, a small oak
table, a wooden top stool and a fire screen
725.M - A 1960s vintage tiled top table, two small wooden
tables and 4 filing boxes
726.M - Mahogany bow front display cabinet with two glazed
doors enclosing lined shelves
727.M - 2 wooden framed brown floral patterned upholstered
armchair
728.M - A metal bound cabin trunk
729.M - A pair of reproduction mahogany breakfront sideboards
each with four panel doors enclosing shelves
730.M - Vintage folding projection screen by Aldis
731.V - A reproduction mahogany waste bin
732.M - A vintage suitcase, 2 wooden boxes, two small wooden
tables and two metal storage tins
733.M - A set of four bentwood kitchen chairs and three other
bedroom chairs
734.M - A shield back elbow chair and a wooden seat hall chair
735.M - A 1960s vintage drop leaf dining table and 4 matching
dining chairs, a small circular table and a frameless wall
mirror
736.M - A 1960s vintage drop leaf dining table and a nest of 3
oak coffee tables
737.M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular topped side table
with a tooled leather surface
738.M - A Corinthian column table lamp and 3 other decorative
table (Trade)
739.M - A large mahogany circular topped drop leaf dining table
740.M - Reproduction mahogany drop leaf pedestal tea table
741.M - A large model wooden farm cart
742.M - An early oak circular topped pedestal table with a tripod
base
743.M - A nest of 3 reproduction oak coffee tables
744.M - A light wood octagonal top occasional table
745.M - A camel saddle stool, a two tier tea trolley with drop
leaves, a mahogany two tier tea trolley and a semi circular
side table
746.M - 2 vintage vacuum cleaners (Trade)
747.M - 2 lamp standards and various small stools and tables
(Trade)
748.M - A gentleman's oak Tallboy
749.M - A piano accordion by Settimio Soprani
750.M - A reproduction oak corner TV cabinet
751.V - A domed top cabin trunk
752.M - A golden oak lamp standard and a wooden storage box
with a lift lid (Trade)
753.M - A reproduction mahogany side table with a tooled
leather surface and 3 drawers under
754.M - A nest of three oak coffee tables
755.M - A Singer treadle sewing machine in a foldaway
mahogany case
756.M - Reproduction oak blanket box with a lift lid
757.M - 2 oval topped oak gateleg tables
758.M - An early oak coffer with a lift lid
759.M - A light oak dressing table with a swing mirror and
drawers under and matching chest of 3 drawers
760.M - An Edwardian oak stationery box with two fold out
doors enclosing a fitted interior and a small drawer under
761.M - Blank lot
762.M - An oak dressing chest with a swing mirror, two trinket
drawers and 3 drawers under and an oak bedside cabinet
763.M - Reproduction oak cabinet with 2 leaded glazed doors
and 1 drawer under
764.M - Small oak drop leaf table, a jardiniere stand and a
carved stool
765.M - A quantity of miscellaneous framed paintings

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£50-£100
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
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766.M - A Victorian light mahogany Davenport desk with a
sloping tooled leather surface and side drawers
767.M - An early carved oak coffer with a 3 panel front and lift
lid
768.M - A Georgian oak bureau with a fall front enclosing fitted
interior, 3 short and 3 long drawers under on bracket feet
769.M - Heavily carved oriental camphor wood chest with a lift
lid
770.M - A Georgian oak bureau with a fall front enclosing fitted
interior, with 2 short and 3 long drawers under on bracket
feet
771.M - An Edwardian mahogany chest 2 short and 3 long
graduated drawers
772.M - A small mahogany sarcophagus shaped box with a lift
lid

£10-£20
£50-£100
£50-£100
£20-£40
£50-£100
£20-£40
£10-£20

Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am

Office furniture, Catering equip, carpets & rugs,
Home furnishings, Vehicles and trailers
1001.V - A quantity of approx 300 blue fleck carpet tiles
£100-£150
1002.V - A quantity of approx 300 blue fleck carpet tiles
£100-£150
1003.V - A quantity of approx 100 grey foam backed carpet tiles £30-£50
1004.V - A quantity of approx 100 grey foam backed carpet tiles £30-£50
1005.V - A quantity of approx 200 grey foam backed carpet tiles £60-£100
1006.V - A quantity of approx 200 grey foam backed carpet tiles £60-£100
1007.V - 1 wood effect pedestal
£10-£20
1008.M - 1 safe by Withers - key in auction office
£30-£50
1009.M - 1 safe with no make visible - key in auction office
£30-£50
1010.M - 4 white square tables with metal legs
£10-£20
1011.V - 4 matching wood effect pedestals
£10-£20
1012.M - 2 bays of red metal boltless stores type racking with
£30-£50
MDF shelves
1013.V - 2 wood effect office tables
£10-£20
1014.V - 2 wood framed blue upholstered chairs
£10-£20
1015.V - Blank
1016.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
£20-£40
1017.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
£20-£40
1018.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
£20-£40
1019.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
£20-£40
1020.V - 2 metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect tops
£10-£20
1021.V - One Grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1022.V - 3 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
£30-£50
1023.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Samas Vickers
£20-£40
1024.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£10-£20
1025.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£10-£20
1026.M - 1 wood effect pedestal & 1 file trolley
£10-£20
1027.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£20-£40
1028.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£20-£40
1029.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£20-£40
1030.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1031.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
£15-£30
1032.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
£15-£30
1033.M - 2 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
£20-£40
1034.V - 2 metal two drawer filing cabinets - 1 brown & 1 grey
£20-£40
1035.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1036.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1037.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£20-£40
1038.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1039.V - A 15 drawer index type cabinet by Easiscan
£20-£40
1040.V - Blank
1041.M - An 8 drawer grey metal index type cabinet by Bisley &
£20-£40
1 grey metal 4 drawer pedestal size cabinet by Bisley
1042.V - Two blue upholstered wood framed reception chairs
£15-£30
and one coffee table
1043.V - 2 wood effect / metal low shelf units
£15-£30
1044.V - 1 computer trolley and 1 computer cabinet
£15-£30
1045.V - 1 wheeled double depth shelf unit
£15-£30
1046.V - 1 wheeled double depth shelf unit
£15-£30
1047.V - 1 wheeled double depth / double width shelf unit
£20-£40
1048.V - 1 wheeled double depth / double width shelf unit
£20-£40
1049.V - 1 wood effect / grey shutter front storage cabinet
£15-£30
1050.V - 1 single door metal storage cabinet
£15-£30
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1051.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1052.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1053.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1054.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1055.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1056.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1057.V - Blank
1058.V - Blank
1059.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1060.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1061.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1062.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1063.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1064.V - 1 low grey metal shutter front cabinet
1065.V - 1 low grey metal shutter front cabinet
1066.V - 3 small wood effect shelf units
1067.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1068.M - 1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1069.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1070.V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet & 1 low
wood effect shelf unit with damaged shelf
1071.V - 2 low wood effect shelf units
1072.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1073.V - A child's large soft play ring by Action Form
1074.V - 1 wood effect /grey shutter front storage cabinet by
Roneo
1075.V - 1 wood effect /grey shutter front storage cabinet by
Roneo
1076.V - 1 wood effect /grey shutter front storage cabinet by
Roneo
1077.V - 1 wood effect /grey shutter front storage cabinet by
Roneo
1078.V – Lots 1078-1084 are blank
1085.V - 2 large prints on canvas (1 is damaged), 3 dry wipe
boards, 1 easel, 1 circular glass table & 1 stool
1086.M - 3 white plastic designer chairs - child size
1087.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect
top
1088.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect
top
1089.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect
top
1090.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1091.V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet & 1 wood
effect open front shelf unit
1092.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1093.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1094.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1095.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1096.M - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1097.M - 2 dark wood effect lateral two drawer filing cabinets
1098.V - 3 black / grey upholstered reception type seats - open
backs so must be against a wall
1099.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1100.V - 1 low dark wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1101.V - 1 small grey 2 door storage cabinet
1102.V - 1 wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass doors
above and 2 wood effect doors below
1103.V - 1 dark wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1104.V - 1 dark wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1105.V - 1 low wood effect storage cabinet - 2 doors
1106.V - 1 low wood effect storage cabinet - 2 sliding doors
1107.V - 1 low wood effect storage cabinet - 2 doors
1108.M - 2 dark wood effect single pedestal desks

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20

£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£15-£30
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£10-£20
£15-£30
£40-£70
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
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1109.V - 1 wood effect twin pedestal desk - small scratches on
top
1110.V - 2 low wood effect two door storage cabinets
1111.M - 3 plastic / metal designer style chairs - yellow
1112.M - 11 various office swivel chairs
1113.M - 3 plastic /metal designer style chairs - blue
1114.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1115.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1116.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1117.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1118.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1119.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1120.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Lee and Plumpton NO pedestal
1121.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non matching
pedestal
1122.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non matching
pedestal
1123.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair by Elite type I-Sit
1124.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair by Elite type ISit
1125.V - 5 wheeled chairs withblack upholstered tip up seats &
mesh back panels
1126.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1127.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1128.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - white
1129.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - white
1130.V - 4 wood / plastic designer style chairs - blue
1131.V - 5 black upholstered cantilever chairs with chrome legs
& 2 similar but non matching chairs
1132.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1133.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1134.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1135.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1136.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1137.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1138.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1139.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals
1140.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - yellow
1141.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - yellow
1142.V - Blank
1143.V - Blank
1144.V - 4 various fire extinguishers
1145.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1146.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair with arms
1147.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1148.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1149.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1150.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1151.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1152.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1153.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1154.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1155.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1156.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal

£15-£30
£30-£50
£15-£30
£40-£70
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£50-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
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1157.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1158.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1159.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1160.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1161.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1162.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1163.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1164.V - 1 light brown upholstered office swivel chair
1165.V - 3 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1166.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1167.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1168.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1169.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1170.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1171.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1172.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - blue
1173.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - blue
1174.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1175.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal - front edge trim requires attention
1176.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations - NO pedestals
1177.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals
1178.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1179.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal
1180.V –Lots 1180-1182 are blank
1183.V - 1 low wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet
1184.V - 2 wood effect / silver curved end cabinets
1185.V - 2 non matching stools
1186.M - 2 small office tables with cable management
1187.M - Two blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1188.M - 5 stacking chairs
1189.V - 1 Astoria extending dining table with wooden top and
grey painted legs, RRP £449
1190.M - Two blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1191.M - 1 rectangular wood effect meeting room type table
approx 1.95m x 1.1m
1192.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d-yes
with 1 under worktop pedestal
1193.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d-yes
with 1 under worktop pedestal
1194.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1195.V - 1 wood effect adjustable height corner workstation by
Kinnarps - NO pedestal
1196.V - 1 wood effect adjustable height corner workstation by
Kinnarps - NO pedestal
1197.V - 3 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1198.V - 2 beige upholstered dining chairs
1199.V - 2 cream upholstered dining chairs by Hope RRP £126
1200.V - 2 white upholstered dining chairs by Hope RRP £126
1201.V - 2 Enmore grey plastic dining chairs with upholstered
seat pads RRP £103 & 1 Ilana grey upholstered dining
chair RRP £73
1202.V - 4 grey upholstered button back dining chairs
1203.V - 2 cream upholstered dark wood framed chairs
1204.M - 6 purple upholstered stacking chairs
1205.M - 6 purple upholstered stacking chairs
1206.V – Lots 1206-1210 are blank
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1211.V - 1 dark wood effect circular table 1.2m diameter
1212.M - 2 small circular glass tables, 1 hat / coat stand & 1 desk
lamp (Trade)
1213.V - 2 cream upholstered tub type chairs
1214.V - 2 cream upholstered tub type chairs
1215.V - 2 cream upholstered dining chairs
1216.V - 2 blue upholstered dining chairs by Canora Grey type
Tyrell RRP £204
1217.V - 4 modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs
1218.V - 4 modern style light brown plastic / metal dining chairs
1219.V - 4 upholstered dining chairs by Marlow Home type Owen
RRP £259
1220.V - 4 modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs by M
Milo
1221.V - 4 modern style cream plastic / wood dining chairs by M
Milo
1222.V - 4 black upholstered dining chairs by Hazelwood type
Irma RRP £209
1223.V - 6 Talisa modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs
1224.V - 2 black upholstered dining chairs by Laurel Foundry
type Hannah RRP £92
1225.V - 4 black upholstered dining chairs by Metro Lane type
Rabin RRP £183
1226.V - 6 solid wood dining chairs with brown upholstered seat
pads by Marlow Home type Arenberg RRP over £300
1227.V - 6 fabric upholstered dining chairs by Marlow Home type
Colvin RRP over £300
1228.V - 4 fabric upholstered dining chairs by Marlow Home type
Colvin RRP over £300
1229.V - A light brown upholstered 3 piece suite (2+1+1)
1230.V - 1 black upholstered two person sofa / reception seat
1231.V - 1 black upholstered chair
1232.V - 1 small sofa bed
1233.V - 2 brown upholstered arm chairs & 1 matching footstool
1234.V - 1 dark wood effect circular table and 1 dark wood effect
low two door cabinet
1235.V - 1 low wood effect 3 door cabinet
1236.V - 9 light wood framed Ercol chairs
1237.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 20 RRP £395
1238.M - 1 wedding dress by Tiffany size 18 RRP £595
1239.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £580
1240.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £395
1241.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 18 RRP £275
1242.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £195
1243.M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica size 18 RRP £295
1244.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £395
1245.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £995
1246.M - 1 wedding dress by Leanna size 10 RRP £400
1247.M - 1 wedding dress by Margaret Lee size 18 RRP £395
1248.M - 1 wedding dress by Nicola Ann size 18 RRP £595
1249.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 18 RRP £780
1250.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 18 RRP £395
1251.M - 1 wedding dress by Estes size 18 RRP £395
1252.M - 5 various evening dresses
1253.M - 5 various evening dresses
1254.M - 5 various evening dresses
1255.M - 5 various evening dresses
1256.M - 5 various evening dresses
1257.M - 5 various evening dresses
1258.M - 4 various evening dresses
1258A.M - 2 clothes hanging rails
1259.M - 2 pine framed single beds with 2 Moonraker single
mattresses
1260.M - 1 folding furniture base with mattress 4ft 6 inch - frame
requires several bolts
1261.M - 1 dark wood table with metal decoration, 6 matching
dining chairs and 2 matching coffee tables
1262.M - A 7 piece rustic pine bedroom suite all with matching
detail comprising of 1 double bed frame 5ft (NO mattress),
2 bedside cabinets, 1 chest of drawers, a triple door three
section wardrobe, 1 full length mirror & 1 wall mirror
1263.V - 1 candle style chandelier by Endon type Clarence RRP
£205 and one flush Mount light by Globo RRP £63
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1264.V - 3 pendant light shades by Endon type Plexus RRP £31
each - light shades only, do not include an electric light
fitting
1265.V - 3 pendant light shades by Endon type Plexus RRP £31
each - light shades only, do not include an electric light
fitting
1266.V - 3 pendant light shades by Endon type Plexus RRP £31
each - light shades only, do not include an electric light
fitting
1267.V - 1 children's memory coil mattress - 2ft 6inch short
1268.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 3ft RRP £80
1269.M - One memory coil mattress by Wayfair Sleep RRP £89
1270.V - 1 mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £154
1271.V - 1 kitchen island pendant light by Schuller type Fox RRP
£323
1272.V - 2 wall lights by Schuller type Denise RRP £47 each
1273.V - 1 flush ceiling light by Bel Etage RRP £54 & 1 flush
ceiling light RRP £33
1274.V - 1 flush mount light by Dar type Isumi RRP £120, 1
pendant light by Dar RRP £35 & 1 semi flush light by
Endon type Haughton
1275.V - 2 wall lights by Dar type Ray RRP £38 each
1276.V - 1 Mathilda 3 light shaded chandelier RRP £115 & 2
other lights RRP £57 each
1277.V - 1 copper coloured pendant light by Globo RRP £51
1278.V - 1 pendant light by Angus RRP £49
1279.V - 1 flush mount light by Minisun type Ice Cube RRP £52
& 1 pendant light
1280.V - 1 adjustable height pendant light by I Light RRP £82
1281.V - 5 various lights by Eglo, Endon etc. Contents of one
shelf
1282.V - 1 flush mount light by Rosdorf Park type Alverez RRP
£59 & 1 ceiling light by Catherine RRP £33
1283.V - 3 teardrop pendant lights by Searchlight type Vibrant
RRP £49 each
1284.V - 1 semi flush light by Endon type Alda RRP £102 & 1
flush mount light by K Living RRP £69
1285.V - 2 pendant lights by Endon type Javarone RRP £31
each, 1 Eglo table lamp RRP £49 & 1 Eglo pendant light
type Mogano RRP £36
1286.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Camille 24lt RRP £270
1287.V - 1 chandelier light by Comodo RRP £99
1288.V - An 8 light spotlight plate with 8 x LED bulbs RRP £56
1289.V - 3 pendant lights by Nova Luce type 672802 RRP £49
each
1290.V - 1 pendant light by V-Tac RRP £37 & 1 Javarone
pendant light by Endon RRP £35
1291.V - A quantity of various LED light bulbs
1292.V - 2 pendant lights by Home Loft type Iskar RRP £69 each
1293.V - 1 candle-style chandelier by Endon type lullaby RRP
£131
1294.V - 1 drum light by Endon type Nixon RRP £127
1295.V - One chandelier type light by MW RRP £172
1296.V - 2 wall scone lights by Minisun type Tabbart Diabolo
RRP £46 each
1297.V - 1 Crystal Chandelier by Dar type Roma RRP £235
1298.V - 1 Crystal Chandelier by Dar type Roma RRP £235
1299.V - 1 semi flush mount light by Dar type Rowena RRP £159
1300.V - 1 cluster pendant light by Dar type Tower RRP £85 and
1 pendant light by Endon type Tanaro RRP £66
1301.V - 1 pendant light by Dar type Lyall RRP £70 & 1 copper
coloured pendant light RRP £36
1302.V - 2 pendant lights by Endon type Daley 3lt RRP £140
each & 1 pendant light by Endon type type Fargo RRP £58
1303.V - 1 Arte ceiling lamp RRP £149, 1 light by Esto type
Alexa RRP £51 & 1 semi flush light by Dar type Luther
RRP £83
1304.V - 1 candle-style chandelier by Searchlight type Flemish
RRP £199
1305.V - 1 flush ceiling light by Mercury Row type Serena 3 RRP
£86 and 1 wall light by Schuller RRP £66
1306.V - 1 arched floor lamp by Searchlight type Giraffe 175cm
RRP £147 and 1 pendant light by Nino Leuchten
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1307.V - 6 various lights including 2 Globo concentina arm wall
lights, combined RRPs in excess of £150
1308.V - 2 semi flush lights by Endon type Havana RRP £53
each
1309.V - 1 Crystal ceiling chandelier type light by Homcom RRP
£71
1310.V - 1 semi flush light by Mantra type Alfa RRP £149 and
one globe pendant light by Endon type Paloma RRP £57
1311.V - 1 dome pendant light by Williston Forge type Lemon
RRP £92 and 1 dome pendant light by Dar type Yoko RRP
£83
1312.V - 1 ceiling light by Amin RRP £143
1313.V - 1 flush light by Dar type Civic RRP £100
1314.V - 2 pendant lights by Nova Luce, 1 pendant light by Dar
type Dynamo & 1 picture light by Oaks - combined RRPs in
excess of £200
1315.V - 1 drum chandelier light by Endon, 1 wall sconce by Dar,
1 flush mount light & 1 other light - combined RRPs in
excess of £200
1316.V - 1 ceiling light by Searchlight type Maypole RRP £79, 1
pendant light by Westinghouse RRP £47 and 3 LED light
vase bases RRP £19 each
1317.V - 1 flush mount light by Maytoni RRP £78 & 1 light kit by
Paulmann type Set Mac II RRP £56
1318.V - 1 Nixon drum chandelier RRP £111 and 1 small wall
sconce light
1319.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of two mesh
baskets which are not included
1320.V - A quantity of various items including throws, bathrobes,
cushion covers etc. Contents of two mesh baskets which
are not included
1321.V - 3 small animal beds by Bunty
1322.V - 1 animal bed by Newton
1323.V - 1 animal bed by Snug & Cosy
1324.V - 1 candle-style chandelier by Searchlight type Greythorn
RRP £103
1325.V - 3 various bedspreads & 1 fleece mattress topper
1326.V - 6 various duvet covers
1327.V - 6 various duvet covers
1328.V - 3 various sheets and 2 duvet covers
1329.V - 4 various sheets, 3 duvet covers & 1 bedspread
1330.V - 1 kitchen island pendant light by Maytoni type Dallas
RRP £319
1331.V - 5 various bedspreads
1332.V - One candle style chandelier by Endon type Clarence
RRP £109
1333.V - 1 pendant light by Endon type Lambeth RRP £51 and
one candle style chandelier by Cascade type Ortiz RRP £
57
1334.V - 1 Dallas 25 light Sputnik chandelier by Maytoni RRP
£320
1335.V - 2 kitchen island lights by Maytoni RRP £89 each
1336.V - 2 Imperial bedspread sets
1337.V - 1 flush mount light by Bel Etage type Excellence RRP
£326
1338.V - 1 flush mount light by Bel Etage type Excellence RRP
£326
1339.V - 1 candle style chandelier by Ophelia type Bainsby RRP
£119 and 1 candle style chandelier by Maxim type Hafford
RRP £98
1340.V - 9 various throws / bedspreads
1341.V - 5 various throws / bedspreads
1342.M - A 12 piece dinner service, 1 clock and 1 table lamp
1343.V - 5 various pairs of curtains
1344.V - 5 various pairs of curtains & 2 voile panels
1345.V - 2 various pairs of curtains & 2 eyelet curtains
1346.V - 7 various duvet sets
1347.V - 14 various items including duvet covers, throws, pillow
cases etc
1348.V - 4 pairs of matching pairs of blackout thermal curtains by
Enhanced Living type Latte
1349.V - A quantity of various items including throws /
bedspreads, curtains and a cushion cover
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1350.V - 4 various pairs of ring top curtains
1351.V - 4 various pairs of curtains
1352.V - 1 blue bean bag & 1 brown pet bed by P&L
1353.V - 1 duvet set, 3 pairs of curtains & 1 Voilage curtain
1354.V - 5 various pairs of curtains & 1 single ring top curtain
1355.V - 6 various curtains - some are pairs
1356.V - 4 various pairs of curtains & 4 voile panels
1357.V - 5 various pairs of curtains and 1 throw
1358.V - 6 various duvet covers
1359.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £200.
Contents of one shelf. Not practical to list in any more detail
so please come and view or see photographs.
1360.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1361.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1362.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1363.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1364.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1365.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1366.V - 5 various floor rugs. Combined RRPs region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs
1367.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1368.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1369.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1370.V - 1 Woodland grey rug by Longweave RRP £189
1371.V - 1 Dorothea ivory rug by Marlow Home RRP £191
1372.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1373.V - 2 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £150.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1374.V - 2 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1375.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1376.V - 2 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1377.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1378.V - 2 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1379.V - 5 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1380.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
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1381.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1382.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1383.V - 5 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1384.V - 5 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1385.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1386.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1387.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1388.V - 5 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1389.V - 4 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1390.V - 5 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1391.V - 6 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1392.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £200.
Not practical to list in any more detail so please come and
view or see photographs online.
1393.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of two mesh
baskets which are not included
1394.V - A quantity of various items including cushion covers,
rugs, bath mats etc. Contents of two mesh baskets which
are not included
1395.V - 1 pure new wool duvet and 3 pairs of pillows. Contents
of one mesh basket which is not included
1396.V - A quantity of various items including cushions, rug
underlays, throws etc. Contents of two mesh baskets which
are not included
1397.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one mesh
basket which is not included
1398.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one mesh
basket which is not included
1399.V - A quantity of various cushions. Contents of one mesh
basket which is not included
1400.V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 x RRP £80 & 1 x RRP £43
1401.V - 1 large floor rug by Ekohali type Luna RRP £75
1402.V - 1 large grey / white / black floor rug RRP £115 & 1 oval
floor rug RRP £53
1403.V - 1 large floor rug by Himla RRP £339
1404.V - 2 light brown matching floor rugs by Dekowe RRP £118
each
1405.V - 2 large floor rugs including 1 multi coloured by Paco
Home - 1 x RRP £92 & 1 x RRP £88
1406.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £150
1407.V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 x RRP £94 & 1 x RRP £49
1408.V - 1 traditional red pattern floor runner
1409.V - 1 large grey pattern floor rug by a2zrug RRP not shown
1410.V - 1 zig zag pattern floor rug RRP £156
1411.V - 1 floor rug by Dekowe RRP £159
1412.V - 1 red pattern floor rug RRP £83 and 1 grey pattern floor
rug RRP £60
1413.V - 1 green / gold pattern floor rug RRP £145
1414.V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 x RRP £65 & 1 x RRP £72
1415.V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 x RRP £47 & 1 x RRP £101
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1416.V - 1 white shaggy floor rug RRP £123 & 1 other floor rug
£20-£40
RRP £78
1417.V - 1 grey pattern floor rug RRP £143 & 1 other floor rug
£20-£40
RRP £76
1418.V - 1 grey / green pattern floor rug RRP £134 & 1 square
£20-£40
pattern floor rug RRP £106
1419.V - 1 red shaggy floor rug RRP £157 & 1 gold shaggy floor £20-£40
rug RRP £64
1420.V - 2 large floor rugs - 1 x RRP £119 & 1 x RRP £81
£20-£40
1421.V - 2 floor rugs - 1 x RRP £143 & 1 x RRP £107
£20-£40
1422.V - 1 light coloured geometric pattern floor rug RRP £163
£15-£30
1423.V - 1 light brown mottled pattern floor rug RRP £167
£15-£30
1424.V - 1 black / gold pattern floor rug RRP £113 & 1 light
£15-£30
shaggy floor rug RRP not known
1425.V - 1 large green / gold shaggy floor rug & 1 light pattern
£20-£40
floor rug - combined RRPs in region of £200
1426.V - 2 floor rugs - 1 x RRP £66 & 1 x RRP £89
£20-£40
1427.M - A red ground cashmere rug with tree of Life design 1.7 £100-£150
m x 1.2 m
1428.M - 4 various small floor rugs
£15-£30
1429.M - 1 Kashmiri wool chain hand stitch rug approx 90cm x
£30-£50
60cm
1430.M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 246cm x 62cm
£50-£70
1431.M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 254cm x 62cm
£50-£70
1432.M - 1 Gazak rug approx 128cm x 116cm
£50-£70
1433.M - 1 vegetable dye Chobi Kelim runner approx 206cm x
£50-£70
67cm
1434.M - 1 vegetable dye Chobi Kelim approx 140cm x 104cm
£60-£80
1435.M - 1 vegetable dye Chobi Kelim approx 115cm x 84cm
£40-£60
1436.M - 1 vintage Balochi rug approx 137cm x 96cm
£40-£60
1437.V - Catalogue is now blank until the vehicle / catering
section
1490.V - Vehicle section 10% Buyer's premium
1491.M - Silver Vauxhall Corsa SRI 16v 5dr Hatch, Reg KS03
£700-£800
URG, 1st Reg 24/06/2003, 1796cc Petrol 123 BHP, MoT to
01/04/2020, Mileage 84,700, Dec'd est.
1492.M - Silver Ford Focus Titanium 100 5dr hatch, Reg WF59 £2000-£2500
KOA 1st Reg 11/12/2009. 1596cc Petrol 100BHP, NO MoT
(Expired 11/12/18) ONE OWNER Only 17,800' from new.
FSH. Deceased Estate.
1493.M - Toyota Auris TR VVT-I S-A 5sp semi auto 5 dr
£600-£800
Hatchback, 1598 cc Petrol. Reg AF07 JXA 1st reg
09/03/2007, MoT to 26/06/2019, Mileage : 155,915' No
Docs. Bailiffs subject to debts being paid. 10%BP
1494.V - Mercedes Sprinter 313 CDi LWB Hi-Top Van, Reg
£2500-£3000
WP11 LXT, 2143 cc Diesel, 3.5t gross, 1st Reg
28/07/2011, Silver 6 sp. MoT to 22/11/2019 Mileage :
193,287' 10%BP
1495.V - 1 long enclosed twin axle car transporter trailer approx £1000-£1200
18ft, with side door and work area in front. rear door drop
ramps.
1496.V - 1 Brian James 3.5 ton twin axle tilting car trailer.
£1400-£1600
1497.V – Lots 1497-1500 are blank
1501.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters £30-£60
1502.M - 3 concrete garden ornaments - 1 lion mask & 2
£20-£40
cherubs, please note lion is damaged
1503.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters £30-£60
1504.M - 2 concrete garden 2 piece planters - leaf decoration on £40-£60
sides
1505.M - 1 concrete timber effect bench on squirrel plinths
£35-£50
1506.M - 1 concrete plinth, a bird bath & three mushroom garden £15-£30
ornaments
1507.M - Various concrete animal ornaments, contents of one
£30-£60
pallet, pallet not included
1508.M - 1 white painted staddle stone
£20-£40
1509.M - A pair of circular planters featuring stags and tropical
£50-£60
birds
1510.M - A cherub, lion mask and two wall plaques
£35-£40
1511.M - Two large concrete garden planters
£30-£50
1512.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters £30-£50
1513.M - Two concrete Mayan style planters decorated with an
£50-£60
Aztec design on a circular base
1514.M - A concrete staddle stone
£22-£30
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1515.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1516.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1517.M - 3 large outdoor plant pots. Please note there is some
damage
1518.M - 1 fibreglass pond with pump and filter - 240 volt trade
1519.M - One large round wooden garden table with 3 matching
arched benches. Cushions and parasol included
1520.V - Blank
1521.M - 1 large stainless steel topped dining table
1522.M - Two small wooden round cafe tables and four matching
folding chairs
1523.M - Two small wooden round cafe tables and four matching
folding chairs
1524.M - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng Yu, comes with
bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1525.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
1526.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
1527.V - 5 large stainless steel trays
1528.M - One commercial stainless steel electric grill by Lincat
and one commercial microwave by Panasonic type Pro 1 240 volt trade
1529.M - One commercial stainless steel fan oven by Burco, one
other oven make unknown and an electro way 4 pot bainmarie. Please note the Burco oven has failed a safety test trade
1530.M - One small countertop glass washer by Fagor lVC 21b
240v blue industrial plug attached - trade
1531.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1532.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in red by Waltmann
Und Sohn
1533.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in white by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1534.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in white by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1535.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1536.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour knife set by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1537.V - 9 unisex chef aprons in white by H line
1538.M - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in white by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1539.V - 10 boxes each containing 6 Long latte spoons (60 in
total)
1540.V - A 10 piece knife set in a case by Waltmann Und Sohn
1541.V - A 10 piece knife set in a case by Waltmann Und Sohn
1542.V - 6 stainless steel large divided vegetable dishes
1543.V - 9 chef aprons in black by H line
1544.V - 3 cake stands
1545.V - One commercial tin opener by Bonzer with table
bracket
1546.V - 20 small divided stainless steel vegetable dishes
1547.V - 19 various sized stainless steel gastronorm pots and
lids
1548.V - Two cutlery trays containing a large quantity of cutlery
1549.V - One electric unused commercial stainless steel 3 pot
bain-marie - trade
1550.V - 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's Italian
1551.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1552.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1553.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1554.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1555.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1556.V - A large quantity of Catering related recipe books,
mainly by Jamie Oliver. Contents of one shelf
1557.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop single
basket deep fryer by Lincat

£100-£150
£100-£150
£10-£20
£30-£60
£100-£200
£50-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£100-£150
£100-£200
£100-£200
£30-£60
£40-£80
£40-£80

£20-£40
£40-£80
£18-£30
£18-£30
£18-£30
£18-£30
£18-£30
£10-£20
£18-£30
£15-£30
£50-£80
£50-£80
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£30-£30
£20-£40
£110-£150
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£60
£30-£60
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1558.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1559.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1560.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1561.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1562.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1563.V - A large quantity of frying pans, contents of 1 wide shelf
1564.V - A large quantity of baking trays, contents of one wide
shelf
1565.V - 20 tea towels by H line
1566.V - 1 cutlery tray containing a large quantity of Kings cutlery
1567.V - 10 large stainless steel vegetable dishes with lids
1568.V - A quantity of stainless steel trays
1569.V - 24 stainless steel ice cream dishes
1570.M - One box containing a quantity of stainless steel
catering related utensils, trays etc.
1571.V - 12 unused stainless steel teapots
1572.V - 10 small stainless steel vegetable dishes with lids
1573.V - 7 large stainless steel sandwich trays
1574.M - A quantity of white crockery including plates, cups and
saucers etc., and a box of mixed crockery, contents of one
shelf
1575.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1576.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1577.V - One commercial electric bug zapper by Diaminox,
boxed - trade
1578.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
four kitchen bins 3 bamboo blinds and a tab grabber.
Contents of half a shelf
1579.M - 10 catering chalkboards
1580.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
wicker baskets, containers etc. Contents of 1 wide shelf
1581.M - 1 stainless steel effect stand containing 6 different
colour chopping boards
1582.M - A large quantity of white crockery including coffee
mugs, teapots, cups and saucers etc. Contents of 1 wide
shelf
1583.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
wooden trays, white crockery, stainless steel utensils and
other items. Contents of 1 wide shelf
1584.M - A quantity of sweeping brushes and mops etc.
Contents of one shelf
1585.M - A quantity of catering related items including a
SilverCrest microwave, a 12-inch desk fan, cordless kettle,
toasters etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
1586.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma rinse/rinse aid - 5lt each
1587.M - A quantity of various cleaning related items including
Jeyes Fluid, disposable gloves & soap dispensers
1588.M - A quantity of various cleaning fluid including washroom
cleaner, hard surface cleaner and flora fresh by Janitol
1589.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma Lima & Evans
dishwasher detergent
1590.M - 5 x 5lt Diversey cleaning fluids
1591.M - 4 x 5lt of various cleaning fluids and two rolls of Swing
bin liners
1592.M - 5 tubs of house and siding pressure wash liquid
concentrate by Zep Commercial
1593.M - 6 tubs of house and siding pressure wash liquid
concentrate by Zep Commercial
1594.M - 6 x 5lt tubs of shower safe disinfectant and scale
remover
1595.M - 6 x 5lt tubs of shower safe disinfectant and scale
remover
1596.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner cream
cleaner window cleaner etc
1597.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner and
Unipart cream cleaner
1598.M - A quantity of various brushes, mops etc. Contents of
one shelf
1599.M - 2 Krups Nespresso coffee machines - trade

£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£10-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£16-£30
£25-£30
£25-£50
£28-£35
£28-£35
£28-£35
£10-£20
£25-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£80
£30-£60
£10-£20
£40-£50
£28-£35
£10-£20
£10-£20
£24-£30
£28-£30
£24-£30
£16-£30
£20-£30
£28-£35
£28-£35
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
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1600.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
sauce bottles, glasses, cutlery trays etc. Contents of 1 wide
shelf
1601.M - A quantity of white crockery including dinner plates,
side plates etc. Contents of 1 wide shelf
1602.V - A large quantity of disposable coffee cups burger cases
etc contents of 4 shelves
1603.V – Lots 1603-1607 are blank
1608.M - One under counter tumble dryer by Zanussi type
td4113w - trade
1609.M - One household electric oven by Zanussi - trade
1610.V - Blank
1611.V - Blank
1612.M - 1 deep single stainless steel sink by Franke and 2 fire
exit signs - trade
1613.M - One microwave by Thorn, a two ring hob by Russell
Hobbs and a contact grill by Breville 240 volt - trade
1614.M - One electronic cash register by Casio type S E G1 trade
1615.M - 1 gazebo dimensions 2.7 by 2.7 m and a blue parasol,
no base
1616.V - A vintage set of sweets scales by Avery marked in
ounces and pounds
1617.M - 1x 10lt water boiler model number en w100S - 240-volt
trade
1618.M - 1x 10lt water boiler model number en w100S - 240-volt
trade
1619.M - One electric contact grill and one meat slicer requiring
attention - trade
1620.M - One insect-o-cutor by Easy Zap and one 2 slice toaster
240 volt - trade
1621.V - One twin deep fat fryer by Infernus 240 volt - trade
1622.M - One small table top oven by SilverCrest - 240 V trade
1623.M - 2 stainless steel extraction hoods - trade
1624.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by Infernus
type INEG75C - trade
1625.V - 1 large electric griddle by Chef Hub - trade
1626.V - One large countertop 3 phase griddle by Ozti type
oge8090n - trade
1627.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1628.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1629.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1630.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1631.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1632.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1633.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1634.M - One commercial stainless steel 2 gang coffee machine
by Wega no model number visible. Unit has 2 steam
wands, also includes a coffee grinder by Iberiital - trade.
Coffee dispensing handles are in auction office
1635.V - One commercial countertop food mixer by Buffalo. Unit
comes with bowl and 3 mixing attachments - 240-volt trade
1636.V - One commercial countertop food mixer type B20-F, unit
has no bowl or attachments 240-volt - trade
1637.M - 1 black 5 ring oven range by Belling gas 240 volt trade
type Sandringham
1638.V - One commercial stainless steel combination oven by
Zanussi 3 phase - trade
1639.V - One commercial stainless steel combination oven by
Olis, unit is fitted with an industrial 240v blue plug - trade
1640.V - One commercial stainless steel 2 basket deep fryer by
Bonnet - 3phase trade
1641.V - 1 stainless steel commercial pasta cooker by Mareno please note control knobs are missing 240 volt - trade
1642.V - 1 portable metal tray rack, no trays included
1643.M - A 7 burner Range by Stoves with two ovens beneath,
gas fired and 240 volt trade
1644.M - Approximately 1000 microwave / freezer containers
1645.V - One commercial stainless steel catering storage cabinet
with 2 doors
1646.M - 1 gas fired household oven by Beko with grill above trade

£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£150-£200
£15-£30
£30-£60
£200-£400
£140-£200
£200-£300
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£120-£150
£150-£300

£150-£300
£50-£80
£100-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£100-£200
£20-£40
£10-£20
£120-£240
£10-£20
£30-£60
£20-£40
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1647.M - One under counter condenser tumble dryer by Hoover
type Dynamic Mega 10kg Aquavision - trade
1648.V - One small fridge freezer by ProLine 240V - trade
1649.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1650.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1651.V - One small table top fridge by Valera. Please note glass
is cracked on front - trade
1652.M - 1 counter top hot drinks/coffee vending machine by
Style 5 (coin op or free vend) comes with keys (keys in
auction office) - trade
1653.M - 1 undercounter condenser tumble dryer by Zanussi 8kg
XXL lindo300 240v - trade
1654.V - 1 unused undercounter freezer by New World 240 volt trade
1655.V - One unused under counter fridge by Indesit type tlaa10
- trade
1656.V - One commercial stainless steel kebab rotisserie by
Archway 240v/gas - trade
1657.V - Blank
1658.V - Blank
1659.M - A cream under counter washing machine by Hotpoint
type Aquarius extra model WM A35 - 240 volt trade
1660.M - A tall fridge freezer by Lec & a spin dryer by Indesit 240
volt - trade
1661.M - 8 tall silver fridge-freezer by Indesit 240 volt - trade
1662.V - 2 children's high chairs
1663.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1664.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1665.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1666.V - 1 long aluminium table frame with chopping board top
1667.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1668.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1669.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1670.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1671.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1672.V - A stainless steel commercial 3 group coffee machine by
CMA 240v trade. Coffee dispensing handles are in auction
office
1673.V - A commercial stainless steel 2 group coffee machine by
Grigia. No coffee dispensing handles are included unit only
- 3phase trade
1674.V - A commercial stainless steel 2 group coffee machine by
Grigia unit comes with one coffee dispensing handle which
is in auction office - 3phase trade
1675.M - One commercial microwave oven by Daewoo 240v trade
1676.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
(built to view)
1677.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1678.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1679.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1680.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1681.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1682.M - 2 Branded coffee/cafe/shop signs
1683.M - A quantity of wall mounted pot and pan shelves
1684.V - One large 5-ft chopping block on an aluminium stand
1685.V - 3 water filters/ calcium treatment units
1686.V - A tall commercial freezer by Mondial type Elite - trade
1687.V - A tall commercial fridge by Vestfrost - trade
1688.M - A tall fridge freezer in Black by Beko - trade
1689.M - A tall commercial fridge freezer by Hotpoint - trade
1690.V - A commercial cash register by JCM type gold - keys in
auction office - trade

£60-£120
£10-£20
£40-£70
£60-£90
£10-£20
£150-£250
£40-£60
£40-£60
£60-£80
£80-£160

£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£150-£200
£150-£200
£150-£200
£30-£60
£120-£160
£120-£160
£120-£160
£100-£140
£100-£140
£180-£300
£135-£200
£135-£200
£55-£80
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£15-£30
£15-£30
£300-£350
£15-£30
£30-£40
£20-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
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1691.V - 1 long aluminium catering type table frame with
chopping board top
1692.M - One commercial stainless steel counter/table top
automatic doughnut fryer by Daisy's Donuts, unit has
interchangeable trays and hoppers for larger or smaller
donuts, a spare motor, spare fuses & printed manual 240v
trade
1693.V - 1 counter height professional stainless steel dishwasher
by Miele - trade
1694.V - One commercial stainless steel, double bowl, double
drainer sink top
1695.M - A slim gas oven by Beko type Aspen 50 with grill above
- trade
1696.M - A tall fridge freezer by Indesit - trade
1697.M - A three-quarter height fridge freezer by Beko - trade
1698.V - 8 large red chopping boards, contents of one pallet,
pallet is not included
1699.V - 1 box containing 200 small square condiment type tubs
1700.V - 2 boxes containing a large number of caster wheels
1701.M - An under counter washing machine by Bosch type wfb
2004 - trade
1702.M - One commercial stainless steel 3 group coffee machine
by SV Italia s.a.b. model 3gr elettr-e96 240v - trade
1703.M - A mobile stainless steel table with drawer and 2
shelves and space for an appliance beneath
1704.M - One slim corner stainless steel table with splashback to
the left & space for an appliance beneath
1705.M - One commercial stainless steel microwave oven by
Samsung Type 1800 240 volt - trade
1706.M - One commercial stainless steel catering type table with
2 shelves and 1 drawer beneath
1707.M - One under counter stainless steel commercial ice
maker by NTF - 240 volt trade
1708.V - One catering type table with shelf beneath
1709.V - 1 counter height commercial stainless steel bottle
display fridge by LEC - trade
1710.V - One under counter fridge by Maestrowave, a countertop
fridge by fridgemaster and 1 tall freezer by Currys
Essentials - trade
1711.V - One small commercial stainless steel ambient tabletop
salad bar
1712.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type table with
space for an appliance beneath
1713.M - 3 round wooden cafe type tables and 6 plastic blue
cafe type chairs
1714.M - 1 undercounter condenser tumble dryer by White
Knight model number c767c - 240V trade
1715.M - One household electric cooker by Beko type dc5422 240V trade
1716.M - One under counter silver freezer by Hotpoint type
future rza34 - 240V trade
1717.V - 1 tall commercial single door fridge by IArp - 240 volt
trade
1718.V - 1 tall commercial stainless steel upright single door
fridge model number h600SS - 240V trade
1719.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop gas fired
chargrill/griddle no make visible model FB 36 - trade
1720.V - A quantity of various catering related items including a
microwave, a soup kettle, a water boiler and a small
quantity of gastronomes with stands - 240 volt trade
1721.M - A large 6 piece mobile commercial stainless steel L
shape servery by Victor with tray rails, units have a light
wood effect finish - 240v trade
1722.V - One large gas fired commercial stainless steel kebab
rotisserie by Easy - trade
1723.M - 1 refrigerated clear front countertop display fridge by
Victor - 240-volt trade
1724.M - A 4 piece mobile commercial stainless steel L shape
servery by Victor with tray rails, heated cabinet & plate
warmer, units have a red finish - 240v trade
1725.V - 8 small square cafe type tables in a light wood effect
finish and 5 similar round & square tables
1726.V –Lots 1726-1729 are blank

£30-£60
£300-£500

£40-£80
£50-£100
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£30-£60
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£80-£200
£40-£80
£20-£40
£50-£100
£60-£120
£55-£80
£40-£80
£60-£120
£10-£20
£30-£60
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£60
£40-£80
£100-£200
£30-£60
£60-£120
£100-£150
£60-£120
£100-£200
£40-£80
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1730.M - 14 red upholstered cane chairs
1731.M - Two bays of black plastic racking with 5 shelves each
1732.M - 3 bays of metal catering type racking, please note
some clips may be missing
1733.M - One commercial stainless steel gas fired 6 burner
range with two door oven beneath by Morwood Vulcan type
MasterChef - trade
1734.M - A commercial stainless steel mobile 3-tier catering type
trolley
1735.M - A mobile 7 tier catering type table/shelving unit
1736.V - One commercial double bowl single drainer sink unit
with shelf beneath
1737.V - One commercial double bowl single drainer sink unit
with shelf beneath
1738.V - One commercial stainless steel single bowl sink with left
drainer and shelf beneath
1739.M - A commercial counter height bottle display fridge by
Caravelle with two sliding doors - 240 volt trade
1740.M - A small chest freezer by ProLine - 240 volt trade
1741.M - A tall fridge freezer by Bosch type Classixx - 240v trade
1742.M - A tall single door upright fridge with no make or model
visible - 240 volt trade
1743.M - One commercial serve over ice cream display freezer
by Valentini type 00000160903C3 040S - 240-volt trade
1744.M - 8 Brown upholstered stacking cafe type chairs
1745.M - 8 Brown upholstered stacking cafe type chairs
1746.M - 6 Brown upholstered stacking cafe type chairs
1747.M - 10 grey upholstered stacking cafe type chairs
1748.M - 10 grey red and black upholstered stacking cafe type
chairs
1749.M - 1 unused commercial stainless steel 4 basket deep fat
fryer by Empero - trade
1750.M - 6 bottles of sparkling wine/champagne, please note we
do not know how this has been stored therefore cannot
guarantee the contents of the bottles
1751.M - 11 various bottles of wine/port etc, please note we do
not know how this has been stored therefore cannot
guarantee the contents of the bottles
1752.M - A large quantity of bottles, wine etc, please note we do
not know how this has been stored therefore cannot
guarantee the contents of the bottles, also included is a
vintage wooden wine crate with lid
1753.V - A commercial serveover glass- fronted refrigerated
display cabinet by IglooI - 240 volt trade
1754.V - One commercial stainless steel bench fridge with two
green doors - 240 volt trade
1755.V - 1 Square countertop hot food display cabinet by Seal
type A001 - 240 volt trade
1756.V - A commercial 4 hob range with Steakhouse Grill above
and oven below by Falcon type series 350 - 240 volt trade
1757.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile plate warmer 240 volt trade
1758.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
plates, glasses, frying pans, utensil holders etc. Contents of
four shelves
1759.V - 4 wall mounted stainless steel catering type shelves,
contents of one shelf
1760.V - 6 wall-mounted catering types shelves and a quantity of
hookahs, contents of one shelf
1761.V - 3 wall mounted catering type shelves, contents of one
shelf
1762.V - 2 outdoor advertising signs
1763.V – Lots 1763 & 1764 are blank
1765.V - A large quantity of brown upholstered dining chairs with
a quantity of black covers (these chairs are fairly worn so
will need the covers included)
1766.V - 6 brown upholstered dining chairs
1767.V - 6 brown upholstered dining chairs
1768.V - 8 red upholstered dining chairs & 8 black chair covers
1769.V - 8 red upholstered dining chairs & 8 black chair covers
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£100-£200
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£16-£32
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